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Abstract 
A variety of real-world problems can be formulated as continuous optimization problems 
with variable constraint. It is, however, well known that it is quite hard to develop a unified 
method for obtaining their feasible solutions. We have recognized that the recent work of 
solving the traveling salesman problem by the Hopfield model explores an innovative approach 
to them as well as combinatorial optimization problems. The Hopfield model is generalized 
into the Cohen-Grossberg model to which a specific Liapunov function has been found. This 
paper thus extends the Hopfield method onto the Cohen-Grossberg model in order to develop 
a unified solving method of continuous optimization problems with variable constraint. 
Specifically, we consider a certain class of continuous optimization problems with a constraint 
equation including the Hopfield version of the traveling salesman problem as a particular 
member. Then we theoretically develop a method that, from any given problem of that class, 
derives a network of an extended Cohen-Grossberg model to provide feasible solutions to it. 
The main idea for constructing that extended CohenGrossberg model lies in adding to the 
CohenGrossberg model a synapse dynamical system concurrently operating with its current 
unit dynamical system so that the constraint equation can be enforced to satisfaction at final 
states. This construction is also motivated by previous neuron models in biophysics and 
learning algorithms in neural networks. 
1. Introduction 
A variety of real-world problems can be formulated as continuous optimization 
problems with variable constraint (COPS-VC), where an optimization problem is said 
continuous (combinatorial) when its variables are all real (integers). The COP-VC is 
usually represented by an objective function to be minimized together with a set of 
constraint equations and/or inequalities among real variables. Although there have 
been many general-purpose solving methods developed that work efficiently on 
several optimization problems with no variable constraint, sufficient work has not 
been conducted to develop a unified method for obtaining feasible solutions across 
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a broad spectrum of COPS-VC Cl, 7,13,15]. Since infeasible solutions are of no use to 
almost all COPS-VC, developing a unified method is in dire need. 
Recent work on neural networks (e.g., [4-61) pioneered by Hopfield and Tank [12] 
has developed a new method (Hopfield method) to obtain approximate solutions to 
the traveling salesman problem (TSP) efficiently owing to parallel processing of the 
network. Whereas the Hopfield method has practically proved to produce reasonably 
approximate solutions to several combinatorial optimization problems in an efficient 
manner [l], we have also noticed that it can be generalized to a unified method for 
obtaining feasible solutions to some large class of COPS-VC. In this paper we are 
aiming to pursue that generalization possibility. 
With this aim, here let us briefly review the Hopfield method [12]. In the Hopfield 
method, the TSP is transformed into a COP-VC with an objective function (tour 
length) and a constraint equation in a quadratic form of real variables. We call this 
problem the Hopfield version of the TSP (HV-TSP). It is then approximately solved 
by a network called the Hopfield model (HM). The HM is systematically derived from 
the HV-TSP such that an energy function (a typical Liapunov function) for the HM 
coincides with the objective function plus constraint function. Also the HM proves to 
converge asymptotically to some stable point that is also a local minimum point of the 
energy function. 
In order to develop a unified method for the COP-VC on the basis of the Hopfield 
method above, we must develop a elaborate network model that is able to resolve the 
following two issues caused by the insufficiency or drawback intrinsic to the HM. 
Issue A: The HM is insufficient in that it cannot support any Liapunov function 
beyond the quadratic form. Since the objective function of the COP-VC is to be 
mapped onto a part or whole of some Liapunov function, we must generalize the HM 
in its Liapunov function. 
Zssue B: The HM has a well-known major drawback: it can converge to TSP 
infeasible solutions. Some have tried to overcome this [1,20]. Since infeasible solu- 
tions are of no use to the COP-VC as well as HV-TSP, we must overcome that 
drawback generally by incorporating the variable constraint of the COP-VC in 
a precise manner. 
Although there has been another well-known major drawback of the HM, which is 
that it can converge to a nonoptimal ocal minimum solution, the present paper does 
not discuss that. This is because there have been many excellent proposals to dodge 
that drawback [4-61. 
We will resolve Issue A by adopting a Cohen-Grossberg model (CGM) [13] as 
a base network. As far as our knowledge can reach, it is the most extended specific 
network model of the HM currently available. In addition, a Liapunov function for it 
has been found by Cohen and Grossberg. Since Liapunov function is more general 
than the HM energy function, we are expecting that some class of COPS-VC with 
objective functions beyond the quadratic form can be solved. 
We will then resolve Issue B by replacing time-constant synapse weights of the HM 
(and similarly the CGM) with a certain synapse dynamical stystem that, concurrently 
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operating with the current HM (and similarly CGM) unit dynamical system, is 
responsible for enforcing the variable constraint at final states. The concept of the 
synapse dynamical system is naturally motivated by previous neuron models in 
biophysics [lo, 163 and learning algorithms in neural networks [17]. On the other 
hand, application of the synapse dynamical system to the variable constraint of the 
COP-VC is a novel proposal of this paper. It is known that there are two distinct types 
of methods that incorporate the variable-constraint of the COP-VC into networks. 
A hard-constraint ype precisely incorporates the variable constraint independent of 
the objective function while a soft-constraint ype approximately incorporates it as 
subordinate terms to the objective function [18]. Many previous network methods to 
solve optimization problems exploited the soft-constraint ype [l, 211; the Hopfield 
method in particular is of this type. There has been work done to incorporate the 
hard-constraint ype precisely for several combinatorial optimization problems in- 
cluding the TSP [ 11. However, the work has not yet developed to cover the COP-VC 
in general and in a unified manner. We propose our synapse dynamical system 
method as a unified one for the COP-VC in general. 
The present paper organizes itself into eight sections. In Section 2, we will prepare 
concepts and terminology for later sections on the basis of the review of the Hopfield 
method to solve the TSP [12] and the CGM together with its Liapunov function [3]. 
Then Section 3 will provide a definition of the COP-VC including a description of the 
HV-TSP as its particular member. On the foundations of the Golden’s network 
framework [8], Section 4 will specify the E-CGM, also providing a description of the 
HM as its special case. Section 5 will proceed to formulate a problem of solving the 
COP-VC by the E-CGM. The main result of this paper will be stated as Theorem 1 in 
Section 6 where a mapping method from any given member of the COP-VC onto the 
E-CGM is constructed and rigorously verified. Section 7 will describe xamples. It will 
state Theorem 2 by applying Theorem 1 to the HV-TSP, our motivational example 
and it will also refer to some implication of Theorem 1 on another real-world problem, 
an associative memory designing problem by the E-CGM. Finally, Section 8 will 
summarize the results and future work left. 
2. The Hopfield method and the Cohen-Grossberg model 
This section will review the Hopfield method to solve the TSP [12] and the CGM 
together with its Liapunov function [3]. 
2.1. The Hopjield method to solve the traveling salesman problem 
The Hopfield method is a method of solving combinatorial optimzation problems, 
the TSP in particular, by networks called Hopfield model. This section will prepare 
the Hopfield method as a basis for solving the COP-VC by networks. 
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2.1.1. The traveling salesman problem 
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) consists of finding the shortest closed tour 
by which every city out of a set of M cities is visited once and only once. Representa- 
tive cities are denoted by X and Y, and the distance between two cities X and Y is 
expressed by dxr. For instance, in a four city problem, if the cities are labelled X, Y, 2, 
and W, then a possible tour starting at W would be WXZ YW and then the total path 
length of this tour would be dWx + dxz + dZu + dyW. 
This problem is NP complete and the time required to solve the problem on any 
given computer grows exponentially with the number of cities. 
In the formulation of Hopfield and Tank, any tour is represented by an M x M 
matrix V = (V,,) where row X and column m correspond to city X and order m of 
visiting city X, respectively; and besides I$,,, is a real value on a unit interval I = [0, l] 
and Vx, = 1 (I$,,, = 0) represents that city X is (not) visited at the mth order 
(X,m= l,..., M). 
2.1.2. The Hopjield model 
Hopfield and Tank use M2 units Xm of a network called Hopfield model to 
represent a tour taken to visit M cities in the TSP. 
The Hopfield model is a physical network implemented as an electrical circuit and 
they do not provide a precise formal definition of it as an abstract network model. 
Since its formal definition is more convenient for our purpose, we will provide our 
formal definition of the Hopfield model (Refer to Section 4.1 in general for our formal 
network modeling on the foundations of the Golden’s network framework [8]). 
The Hopfield model is a mesh-shaped interconnected analog symmetric neural 
network with N (= M2) units. As we will describe later in Section 4.1, it can be 
generally modeled as an abstract composite system that consists of a transformation 
system and a dynamical system where the transformation system supports an 
input-output transformation rule at each unit that is independent of time; on the 
other hand, the dynamical system supports a time-dependent state-changing rule of 
each unit and synapse. On the basis of this general network modeling presupposed, we 
provide the following formal Definition 1 of the HM by specifying its constituent 
transformation system and dynamical system where we use the following notation: 
t: a time index; te[O,a$. 
At: a small amount of time; At 3 0. 
Vxm(t): an activation level of and output from unit Xm at t; V(t) = (V*,(t)). 
T Xm,Yn(t): a synapse weight from unit Yn to unit Xm at t; T(t) E (Tx,,r.(t)). 
uxm(t): an input to unit Xm at t; u(t) E (uxm(t)). 
gXm(uXm): a sigmoidal function of a real variable ux,,, (-co < uXm < co). 
Definition 1. The Hopfield model (HM) is a model for a mesh-shaped interconnected 
analog symmetric networks that consists of a transformation system (TS) and a dy- 
namical system (DS). Each system is specified as follows. 
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Definition 1A. The TS of the HM is specified by the following equation system: 
Vx,(t + At) = sxAux,&)) = (1/2)Cl + tanh(~xmW&,Jl~ (14 
UxntW = c c %n,rn KG) - %n, WI 
Y n 
where uj,,, and @,,, are time-independent constants (initial input Q,,,(O) and threshold, 
respectively); and each time-independent constant TX,,,, Yn (initial synapse weight 
T x,,,m(O)) is specified by 
Tio,,y, c -A6xy(l - Sij) - B6ij(l - 6xu) 
-C -D~xY(~ - dxY)(8j,i+l + dj,i-l), (2) 
where A, B, C and D are positive-value parameters and 6 is the Kronecker’s delta. 
(The symmetric condition T&+ = T$O,,y, follows from (2).) 
Definition 1B. The DS of the HM is further decomposed into a unit dynamical system 
(UDS) and a synapse dynamical system (SDS). The UDS is specified by the following 
equation system. 
dux&)ldt = - ux,(W + c c T&J,, Vu,&) + CA,,, (3a) 
Y n 
I;,, E -@, + p;, = CM, (W 
where z, I&,, and pj, indicate time-independent constants. On the other hand, the 
SDS is the trivial one that is specified by the following equation system: 
dL,,,r&)ld~ = 0. (4) 
The UDS (3a) is the motion equation that Hopfield and Tank used to describe the 
time evolution of their implementing electrical circuit. For later use, we will provide 
three additional alternative expressions to the UDS (3). 
The first one is more formal and complies with our general network model to be 
described in Section 4.1. It is expressed by the following first-order ordinary differen- 
tial equation system for activation levels &,(t), which is obtained from (1) and (3). 
dV,,& + AWdt = (dgxm(uxm(t))/duxnt(t)) 
x (1 - W) c T&,,rn G(t) + p&n - (1 - W%,, 
[ i t 1 . (5) Yll 
The second one is more tuned to the TSP and referred to in Section 2.1.3. It is 
expressed by the folowing first-order ordinary differential equation system for inputs 
u&t) with coefficient functions including &,,(t), which is obtained from (2) and (3). 
du,,(t)/dt = - ux,(W - A 1 L(t) - ~3 c VYm(0 - C 
n+m Y#X 
- QdxY{V,,m+&) + VY,m-l(Gl. (6) 
Y 
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The third one is more direct clarification of (3) by theoretically idealizing and 
integrating (5) and (6). Consider a theoretically ideal case of the HM where At = 0 in 
(la) and besides the first term { - ux,(t)/z} of the right-hand-side of (3a) vanishes. This 
can reasonably happen simultaneously because that term ( -u,,(t)/z} represents time 
delay of the HM electrical circuit. Then, for this theoretically ideal case of the HM, 
expressions (5) and (6) are both integrated into 
d v,,(t)ldt = - (dgx&x,W)/dax,) (84 f’(r))l~V,,I, (7) 
where function E(V) called energy function for the HM will soon be defined by 
(lo)-(12) in Section 2.1.3. Furthermore, it follows from the definition of gxm(uxm) in
(la) that (7) is transformed into the following more specific one: 
dV,,/dt = -2Vx/,,(1 - V,,){i3E(V)/W,,}. (8) 
This expression (8) is an elaborate one than the expression d V,,/dt = - (i?E( I’)/8 V’,) 
that is often used in classical nonlinear optimization theory [15] to search for the 
minimum of a given objective function E(V). Generally speaking, the term 
{dg,,(ux,)ldux,} of(7) can be replaced with any positive-value function. Throughout 
the present paper, we will specify dynamical systems of any HM extensions in some 
forms of (7) by selecting appropriate substitutive functions for (dgX,,&xm)/daXm} as 
well as E(V). Partitcularly in Section 7.1, (8) will be used for base dynamical systems of 
HM extensions to solve the TSP. 
2.1.3. The Hopjield method 
The Hopfield method of solving the TSP is a systematic one of approximately 
solving combinatorial optimization problems, TSP in paticular by means of networks. 
Suppose that the TSP for M cities is given. Then the method approximately solves it 
in the following 3 steps. 
Step 1. The method maps the TSP onto a problem, a kind of COP-VC, that, named 
the Hopfield version of the TSP, is defined as follows. 
Definition 2. The Hopfield version of the TSP (HV-TSP) consists of finding any local 
minimum point V LM = (If;:) of an objective function E2( V) with a constraint 
equation E,(V) = 0 when an M x M matrix variable V and functions Er( V) and 
E2( V) are defined as follows. 
v Z (f&J, &&I = [O, l-j, (9) 
&(V)44/2)CC c Vx,Vxn+(W2)CC 1 v,nlv,nl 
x mn+m m x Y#X 
+ (C/2) c c Km - M ( 2, 
~,V')=PP)~ c" ;dxYv,,(v,,m+, + VY,rn-~h 
x Y#Xrn 
(10) 
(11) 
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Note that we are allowed to consider an energy function E( V) defined by (12) later 
an alternative objective function f( V) of the HV-TSP. 
Let us explain how well the TSP is mapped onto the HV-TSP. Constraint equation 
El(V) = 0 ensures the validity of TSP tours if it is elsewhere demonstrated that 
V~~E{O, l} (refer to Step 3 for more specifics), and thus represents a necessary and 
sufficient condition for solutions VLM to the HV-TSP to be TSP-feasible. In addition, 
objective function E,(V) represents the total path length of the TSP tour to be 
minimized. 
We also point out differences between the HV-TSP and the TSP. By its definition, 
the HV-TSP differs from the TSP in condition (9) and the local minimality of 
solutions VLM. First, condition (9) can admit solutions YLM, if any, to the HV-TSP 
such that I’~~E[O, l] whereas solutions VLM to the TSP must comply with the 
condition I$${O, 11. The Hopfield method is very well-constructed enough to 
obtain solutions VLM to the HV-TSP such that I’.#G{O, l} (Refer to Step 3). Second, 
the local minimality of solutions VLM to the HV-TSP can admit local minimum 
approximate solutions to the TSP. Its exact solution is provided only by a global 
minimum solution to the HV-TSP. In fact, as is well known, the Hopfield method 
usually produces local minimum solutions to the HV-TSP. This is one of the major 
drawbacks of the Hopfield method that many researchers have been studying [4-61. 
Step 2: The method constructs the HM expressed by (l), (2), (4) and (6) in 
a top-down manner. First, the TS (1) in essence is selected regardless of the HV-TSP. 
Then, the UDS (6) and T$,,,, Yn in (2) are constructed so that the energy function for the 
HM electrical circuit can be the function E( V(t)) defined as follows. 
E(I’(r)) = J%(V(r)) + &(I’@)). 
We often call E( V(t)) the energy function for the HM for short. 
(12) 
Step 3: Hopfield and Tank demonstrated that the HM asymptotically converges to 
its stable states that correspond to 2MZ corners of the hypercube ZMZ, which are also 
local minima of HM energy function E(V) in (12). Thus final unit states of the HM, 
starting from any initial point V(O)EZ~‘, are expected to yield solutions YLM to the 
HV-TSP and thus to the TSP. It depends on the choice of parameters A, B, C and D as 
well as VEIN’ what TSP solutions YLM are selected from among the 2M2 corners of 
IM2. 
2.1.4. The Hopjeld method as a basis for solving the COP-VC 
Through the review of the Hopfield method in the preceding Sections 2.1.1-2.1.3, 
we have noticed that the HM method essentially exploits the power of the HM to 
solve the HV-TSP, a problem of the COP-VC kind, while recognizing that the HM 
has more power to solve the TSP, a combinatorial optimization problem, by driving 
any of its stable points into 2M1 corners of the hypercube I M2. We in this paper wish to 
focus our study on generalizing this HM power of solving the HV-TSP to the 
COP-VC, while leaving all other improvement/generalization issues of the HM 
method out of scope. Our focus on the COP-VC (continuous optimization and 
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solution feasibility) is also augmented by the fact that, compared to the COP-VC, 
combinatorial optimization problems have long been studied extensively by various 
theoretical and practical methods including network methods; and besides that many 
studies have been successfully conducted on overcoming major HM drawbacks such 
as the local minimality of TSP solutions other than the TSP solution feasibility 
[1,4-6,201. 
We use the Hopfield method as a basis for solving the COP-VC by networks. Then, 
Issues A and B described in Section 1 are more specifically analyzed and restated as 
follows. 
Issue A: It follows from (lo)-(12) that the HM can support an energy function 
(a typical Liapunov function) that takes a quadratic form of variables I’,,. Moreover, 
objective function E2( V) of the HV-TSP is mapped onto a part of the energy function. 
This is an essential technique of the Hopfield method we are going to follow for the 
COP-VC. Accordingly, the HM is incapable of solving the COP-VC with objective 
functions beyond the quadratic form; for instance, a polynomial including a term I’-&,, 
functions sin( I&,), cos( I$,,,) and exp( Vx,), and any differentiable functions other than 
polynomials. We thus have to extend the HM so that it can provide a more general 
Liapunov function onto which objective functions of some larger class of COPS-VC 
can be mapped. 
Issue B: Since the HM incorporates constraint equation El(V) = 0 in soft mode 
[18], i.e., El(V) = 0 is enforced by a bias in E(V), it is not necessarily achieved that 
El ( YLM) = 0 for any local minimum point V LM of E2( V). Thus the HM can produce 
infeasible solutions to the HV-TSP. Thus, we have to extend the HM so that it can 
incorporate El (V) = 0 in hard mode [18], i.e., El ( VLM) = 0 is ensured for any VLM. 
In addition, this hard-constraint method is required to support more general con- 
straint equations of some larger class of COPS-VC than quadratic constraint equation 
El(V) = 0 of the HV-TSP. 
2.2. The Cohen-Grossberg model and its Liapunov function 
We adopt the Cohen-Grossberg model (CGM) [3] as a base network model for 
resolving Issue A since, as far as our knowledge can reach, it is the most extended and 
theoretically solid generalization of the HM with a global Liapunov function (a 
generalization of the HM energy function) also found. This subsection will review the 
CGM together with its Liapunov function. 
2.2.1. The Cohen-Grossberg model 
The CGM is a model of networks that are principally applied to optimization 
problems such as parallel memory storage. It has been developed on solid theoretical 
grounds and thus provides us with a powerful basis for our network modeling 
techniques (Refer to Section 4.1 for details). 
The CGM is a mesh-shaped interconnected analog symmetric neural network 
with N units. Similar to the HM in Definition 1, we provide the following formal 
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Definition 3 of the CGM where we use the more general notation than the HM as 
follows. 
t: a time index; t~[O,co). 
At: a small amount of time; At 2 0. 
v(t): an activation level of and output from unit i at t; V(t) = (v(t)); i = 1, . .., N. 
zj(t): a synapse weight from unit j to unit i at t; T(t) z (T,j(t)); i,j = 1, . . . . N. 
ZJi(t): input t0 unit i at t; u(t) s (ui(t))* 
A”, A,: closed variable domains of V(t), T(t), respectively; A E Av x AT. 
ai( a transformation function at unit i; bounded, monotonically increasing for 
all real values ni, oi(ui)EC* (two-times continuously differentiable); w = (Oi). 
Definition 3. The Cohen-Grossberg model (CGM) is a model for mesh-shaped 
interconnected analog symmetric networks that consists of a TS and a DS. Each 
system is specified as follows. 
Definition 3A. The TS of the CGM is defined by the following equation system. 
&(t + At) = o(ui(t))y (134 
ui(t) = C T; Q(t) - 00 9 (W 
j 
where each threshold 0: at unit i is a time-independent constant; and besides initial 
synapse weights T$ z Fj(O) are also time-independent constants that satisfy the 
symmetric condition 
T$ = T; for all (i, j) such that i < j. (14) 
Definition 3B. The DS of the CGM is further decomposed into a UDS and an SDS. 
The UDS is specified by the following equation system. 
df$(t)/dt = ai(K(t)) bi(K(t)} - 1 T&(f$(t)} . 
j 1 (15) 
Here, coefficient functions a;(K), b{(K) and cj(&) in (15) comply with the following 
conditions. 
ai(F+C’ (continuously differentiable) and a{( 6) > 0 for all L+Avi, (16) 
bi(&)EC', 
cj( y)EC’ and 
On the other hand, 
equation system. 
dTj(t)/dt = 0. 
dci(q)/df$ > 0 for all V$ A,. 
the SDS is the trivial one that is 
(17) 
(18) 
specified by the following 
(19) 
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We assumed in Definition 3 that functions ai( K), bi( 6) and cj( 5) are all restricted to 
the class C’ although the original CGM by [3] admits more general constituent 
functions such that b,(K) is continuous, cj(q) differentiable, ai(K) arbitrary. This is 
because we will exploit these assumptions to ensure the existence of solutions of (15) 
by which all the complicated assumptions required for the Cohen-Grossberg theorem 
will be simply fulfilled (Refer to Section 2.2.2 for more specifics). This is also due to our 
intention to characterize the DS (15) as a particular one of a general network model to 
be described in Section 4.1. 
Comparing Definition 3 with Definition 1, one can understand that the CGM is 
a generalization of the HM. First, the TS (13) of the CGM is a generalization of (1) of 
the HM since sigmoidal function gx,,,(nxm) is a particular one of ai( Second, the DS 
(15), (19) of the CGM is a generalization of the alternative DS (4), (7) of the HM, since 
we can rewrite (15) into 
d~/dt=-(1/2)Ui(~){dci(~)/d~}-1{~Lc,,(V)/d~}, (20) 
where function LCGM( V) called Liapunov function for the CGM, soon defined by (21) 
in Section 2.2.2, is a generalization of energy function E(V). 
2.2.2. A Liapunov function for the Cohen-Grossberg model 
As seen from (7), energy function E( I’) summarizes well the behavior of the DS of 
the HM, suppressing detail. It, summarizing electrical energy of the HM circuit, is 
a typical instance of Liapunov functions that are by far the most useful tool for 
nonlinear dynamical system analysis [14]. Let us start with the following general 
definition of Liapunov functions of DSs [9,14]. 
Definition 4. Consider a DS of continuous time t defined on the domain A = A y x A T. 
Denote by (I’ , EQ TEQ)gA any of its equilibrium points. Also assume that a function 
L( V, T) is defined and continuous on some neighborhood U c A of ( VEQ, TEQ), and 
differentiable on U - (V , EQ TEQ) Then, L( V, T) is called a strict Liapunov function .
(simply, Liapunov function: LF) for that DS and equilibrium point ( VEQ, TEQ) if it 
simultaneously satisfies the following two Liapunov conditions (Ll) and (L2). 
(Ll) L( V, T) > L( VEQ, TEQ) for all (V, T)E U - ( VEQ, TEQ). 
(L2) dL( V, T)/dt < 0 along any trajectories (V(t), T(t)) of the DS contained in 
u-(V EQ, TEQ). 
When a DS has an LF, its external behavior is elucidated by the following 
Liapunov’s theorem [9,14]. 
Liapunov’s stability theorem. Assume that the DS does have an LF for an equilibrium 
point ( VEQ, TEQ)eA. Then, (V EQ, TEQ) is asymptotically stable, that is, the trajectory 
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(V(t), T(t)) startingfrom a point within some neighborhood U of( VEQ, TEQ) converges to 
( VEQ, TEQ) as time t goes to injhity. 
On the basis of this Liapunov’s stability theorem, it is then of central importance in 
nonlinear dynamical system analysis to find global LFs for DSs, i.e., LFs that are 
defined well on the whole domain A, not on some local neighborhood U c A of some 
equilibrium point (V , EQ TEQ) Unfortunately, general techniques have not yet been . 
developed to construct a global LF from a given DS. Nonetheless, Cohen and 
Grossberg successfully constructed a global LF for .the DS of their CGM 13, S]. 
Cohen-Grossberg theorem. The following function LCGM(V), defined on d “, is an LF 
for the DS (15) of the CGM and for alE its equilibrium poins VEQ~d “. 
K &GM(V) 3 -2x 
s i Vi0 
b,(v,) (dci(vi)/dvi)dvi + 7 F T_$cj(F)ck(vk) + 1 ai 
i 
for all VEd y. (21) 
Here, V” z (V~)E~,, indicates any initial point of(l5). 
Henceforth we call LCCM( V) the LF for the CGM simply. 
That theorem is immediately obtained from the equation 
dLccM(Y(t)}/dt= -2Cai{~(t))Cdci(~(t))/d~(t)l 
2 
X bi{ V(t)] - C r$Cj{ J$(t>I (22) 
i 
since we assumed in (16) and (18) that ai( K) > 0 and dcj( F)/dJ$ > 0. 
Since the original definition of the CGM by [3] admits the more general constituent 
functions that bj( I?) is continuous, ci( 4) differentiable, ai( &) arbitrary, the original 
version of the Cohen-Grossberg theorem is applicable more widely but stated in 
a more complicated manner described by [S]. Our assumptions that ai( I$‘), bi( J$) and 
cj( vj) are all in C ’ class make the original statement of that theorem into simpler one 
stated above. 
Consequently, this Cohen-Grossberg theorem combined with the Liapunov’s stab- 
ility theorem ensures that the DS (15) of the CGM asymptotically converges to some 
stable equilibrium point VEQ~d y starting from any initial point V(0) z V’EA v. 
3. Continuous optimization problems with variable constraint 
This section will extend the HV-TSP to a certain class of COPS-VC we in this paper 
intend to solve by a certain extended CGM. 
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3.1. A Cohen-Grossberg-limited COP- VC 
Let us start from the beginning. To begin with, an optimization problem, continu- 
ous or combinatorial, with variable constraint is usually represented by an objective 
function to be minimized together with a set of constraint equations and/or inequali- 
ties among real or integer variables. We henceforth focus on continuous optimization 
problems. Moreover, for discussion simplicity, we also focus on the case when the 
variable constraint is represented by a set of constraint equations only. Such class of 
optimization problems are formally defined as follows. 
Definition 5. A continuous optimization problem with variable constraint (COP-VC) 
consists of finding a global minimum point Pgm = ( Vgm, Tg”)~A of a continuous 
objective functionf( V, T) with a set of continuous constraint equations Rk( I’, T) = 0 
(k = 1, . . . . K) on a real vector/matrix variable (V, T) with V E (F$) and T E (~j) 
varied on an (N + N ‘)-dimensional Euclidean domain A s A y x A r (i, j = 1, . , . , IV). 
Although our final goal is to solve the whole class of the COPS-VC by networks, we 
have not yet developed any network model that has enough capability to solve all the 
COPS-VC. Thus we unfortunately have to limit the COPS-VC to be studied to some 
smaller class that can be solved by a certain extended CGM (refer to Section 4 for its 
definition and explanation). 
Like the Hopfield method, any methods of solving the COP-VC based on the CGM 
are inherently subject to the following limitation in problem solving power. 
(a) They can only produce local minimum solutions to the COP-VC, instead of 
global minimum solutions. 
(b) They can only solve a class of COPS-VC where objective functions are mapped 
onto a part of the whole of Liapunov function LcGM( V) for the CGM in (21). 
These limitations of CGM-based methods lead us to the following limited extension 
of the HV-TSP within the COP-VC. 
Definition 6. A Cohen-Grossberg-limited COP-VC (CGL-COP-VC) consists of find- 
ing any local minimum point P LM E ( VLM, TLM)eA of an objective function f( V, T) 
with a single constraint equation R( V, T) = 0 where an (N + N’)-dimensional real 
vector/matrix variable (V, T) and both functions f( V, T) and R( V, T) are specified as 
follows (i, j = 1, . . . . N). 
(V, T)EA = Ayx AT, V=(L+Ay, T s (Tj)EAr 
such that Tj = Tji for all (i, j), i < j, (23) 
f(K T) z C C Vij(Tj)ai(K)aj(V) + C Bi(W, 
i j i 
R( V, T)EC’. (25) 
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Here, functions cri(~), fli(I$), and pii comply with the following conditions. 
C$(I$)EC’, dEi(I$)/dK > 0 for all KEY,, (26) 
Pi(WEcz and pi(K) > 0 for all KEdK, (27) 
Pij(TjJE cz, Pij(Tj) = Pjitqi) for all (i, j), i < j. (28) 
In addition, constituent functions a1 ( VI), ccN( V,), p1 1 (Tl 1), pNN(TNN) of f( I’, T) and 
constraint function R( V, 2’) must satisfy the following conditions. 
{dW, WW,) {8f(K W&N} - {WV, W%v~ (df(V> WT111 
= {WK WJT,, 1 {dp&TNN)Id%N) {aN(WJ* 
- {WV, ~)/~~,,}~d~,,(~,,)ld~,,}~~,(~)}* #O 
for all (V,, ~,T~~,TNN)E~~x~~,xA~,, xArNN. (29) 
Finally, it is assumed that f( V, T) and R( V, T) satisfy the following relational condi- 
tion. 
R( VLM, TLM) = 0 for some local minimum point PLM s ( YLM, TLM)e A off( V, T). 
(30) 
Any specific member of the CGL-COP-VC is denoted by [p(T), a(V), /3(V), R( V, T)]. 
Let us make several explanatory remarks on specific limitations of the CGL-COP- 
VC in Definition 6. 
(1) Continuous objective functionf( V, T) of the COP-VC is limited to the function 
in (24). This is because functionf( V, T) in (24) is identical with LcGM( I’) in (21) except 
that TG in (21) is extended to pii in (24). The term “CohenGrossberg-limited” in 
the name “CGL-COP-VC” is derived from this fact. 
(2) The set of constraint equations Rk( V, Z’) = 0 (k = 1, . . . . K) of the COP-VC is 
limited to the single one, R( V, T) = 0. This limitation is only for the sake of discussion 
simplicity. It is complicated but not so difficult to extend our main results (Theorem 
1 in Section 6) to more than one constraint equations. In fact, we are going to provide 
some directions on this extension in Section 4.2. 
(3) Symmetric conditions qj = Tji in (23) and pii = pji(Tji) in (28) are required 
in the CGL-COP-VC. Any real-world problems to be solved by our method should 
first be mapped onto the CGL-COP-VC and thus have to be restricted by these 
symmetric conditions eventually. More frankly, asymmetrical real-world problems 
cannot be solved by our method.This is a major restriction. 
(4) It follows from (24)-(28) that both functionsf( V, T) and R( V, T) are limited to 
C2 in the CGL-COP-VC whereas it is to Co in the COP-VC. This limitation is 
attributed to our specification of a DS of an extended CGM. Constituent functions 
Cri(K), fii( K) and pij(Tij) of f( V, T) and R( V, I’) are to be mapped onto coefficient 
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functions of the DS that are all going to be specified as C2 so as to ensure the solution 
existence. 
(5) Limiting conditions d~~{~)/d~ > 0 in (26) and &(F$) > 0 in (27) are caused by 
conditions ai( 6) > 0 in (16) and dci( v,‘)/d & > 0 in (18) of the CGM since functions 
ai and Pi(K) are to be mapped onto functions ai( b,(q) and cj(~) by our 
mapping method. In addition, limiting condition (29) reflects similar conditions to be 
set on our extended CGM, which is due to current insufFiciency of our mapping 
technique off( V, 2’) and R( V, T) onto an extended CGM. While we do not think that 
limiting condition (29) restricts too strongly the CGL-COP-VC application to real- 
world problems, we do think that its restriction is awkwardly artificial compared to 
other limiting conditions. Thus we seriously are considering it as one of the most 
important and urgent future studies of this paper, to remove (29). 
(6f We have to assume condition (30) although it is rather restrictive in the 
CGL-COP-VC application to real-world problems. The reason of this restriction is 
due to the adoption of the Hopfield method as our basis. It essentially exploits the 
search method for local minimum point PLM 3 ( VLM, TLM) of energy function E(V) 
for the NM. Thus we necessarily have to assume condition (30) when f( V, T) is 
considered the extension of Ef V). In other words, our solving method to be developed 
cannot solve those problems with constraint function R(V, T) which are such that 
condition (30) is not fulfilled. 
3.2. Real-world problems mapped onto the CGL-COP-K 
There are many real-world problems that have been tackled by networks. Among 
others, the following two types of real-world problems are expected to be mapped 
onto the CGL-COP-VC. 
Definition 7, Two types of real-world problems are specified as follows 
Definition 7A. A Hopfield-type real-world problem consists of finding an approxim- 
ate solution to continuous or combinatorial optimization problems. 
Defini~o~ ‘7B. A Cohen-Grossberg-type real-world problem consists of finding 
stored patterns that best match input patterns. 
The Hopfield-type real-world problem includes approximate versions of the TSP in 
particular that have been studied the most by previous work of neural networks 
Cl, 4-6,12,13,20,21 J. ft can well suit to apphcation environment where, for instance, 
quicker immediate responses with reasonable approximate solutions are useful rather 
than delayed ones with exact solutions. The TSP for instance falls within this type, 
and, as described earlier, is mapped onto the HV-TSP, an instance of the CGL-COP- 
vc. 
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The Cohen-Grossberg-type real-world problem includes as typical examples asso- 
ciative memories and matching problems [3,11,21]. It can also include classification 
problems [17] as a special example. Problems of this type are also mapped onto the 
CGL-COP-VC; solutions to the CGL-COP-VC yield exact solutions to the original 
problems of the Cohen-Grossberg type. 
In order to solve a real-world problem of either type, one is required to first map 
that problem onto the CGL-COP-VC. There can be various mapping techniques for 
each type of problems, which are out of scope of this paper. Thus, our solving method 
to be developed starts from a premise that the CGL-COP-VC is given. 
3.3. The HV-TSP as an instance of the CGL-COP-T/C 
The CGL-COP-VC yields the HV-TSP as an instance under the following particu- 
larization of the CGL-COP-VC. 
pii 3 -(1/2)Tj z -(1/2)TG, ai E v, and fli(I$) E -ZpK. (31) 
The reason follows. When (31) holds, objective function f( V, T) in (24) reduces to 
energy function E(V) in (lo)-(12) that is rewritten into 
E(V)= -(1/2)~~T;&I$--C~~ (32) 
i j I 
by the substitution of constants A, B, C and D in E(V) with Tl E T-j,,Y, in (2) and 
I? = Z&in (3b) [12]. Here we are allowed to switch the objective function of the 
HV-TSP from E2( V) in (11) to E(V) in (32). In addition, constraint function E, ( V) in 
(10) proves a particular instance of R( V, T) in (25). 
4. An extended Cohen-Grossberg model 
In Section 1, we posed two issues (Issues A and B) in developing a unified method 
for the COP-VC on the basis of the Hopfield method. In Section 2 then, we prepared 
the CGM for resolving Issue A (insufficiency of the HM in the objective function of the 
COP-VC). In Section 3, we focused our scope of the COP-VC on the CGL-COP-VC. 
Like the HM, the current CGM is not able to support any hard-constraint method for 
constraint equation R( V, T) = 0 of the CGL-COP-VC. Thus we in this section will 
extend the CGM so that it can resolve Issue B (deficiency of the HM in the constraint 
equation of the COP-VC). Specifically, we will breathe life into the currently inactive 
SDS (19) of the CGM so that it can incorporate R( I’, T) = 0 in hard mode. 
4.1. A network model 
4.1.1. Necessity of a network model 
Before extending the CGM to the CGL-COP-VC, we have to develop a general 
model for deterministic (not probabilistic) analog interconnected networks that meets 
the following requirements. 
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(a) The model should be formal. Each of its constituents is to be specified formally 
independent of individual application problems as well as network implementa- 
tion techniques. 
(b) The model should be unified. It is to integrate previously developed eterministic 
analog interconnected networks in neural networks as well as hypothetical neuron 
models obtained in biophysics. 
(c) The model should be constructive. One is able to construct a method that maps 
objective functions and constraint equations of given application problems onto 
its constituents. 
Several excellent network models or frameworks have been proposed for problem- 
solving Cl, 3,8,12,17-19,211. Unfortunately, they are hardly able to cope with the 
COP-VC generally, and besides, does not fully meet all of the requirements above. In 
fact, we are able to mention specific weak points of some typical models or frame- 
works. As described previously, the HM [12] hardly fulfills the requirement (a) since it 
is strongly tuned to the TSP or combinatorial optimization problems at most and 
besides, rather depends on its implementation techniques of electronic circuits. Also, 
even the Golden’s framework [S], at the culmination of all the models and frame- 
works, cannot fulfill the requirement (c) while it completely meets the requirements (a) 
and (b). Hence we have to prepare a general network model for solving the COP-VC 
that satisfies all the requirements above, in particular, the requirement (c). 
The Golden’s framework provides an interpretation of networks suitable for their 
emergent external behavior, where a broad range of networks from back-propagation 
networks to the HM or CGM can be viewed as maximum a posteriori estimation 
algorithms. The network external behavior is able to be naturally associated with the 
COP-VC. However, his framework provides neither specification nor construction 
method of network internal structure to support the external behavior. We think that 
the network internal structure plays a kernel role in solving the COP-VC by networks 
in general. The reason is that it concerns with how a network is built from its 
constituents uch as unit activation levels and synapse weights. We thus are deter- 
mined to specify a general network model for deterministic analog interconnected 
networks by developing a network internal structural model to support the external 
behavior elucidated by Golden. 
More specifically, we will use the following construction and specification tech- 
niques of a network internal structural model in order to meet the above three 
requirements (a)-(c). 
(a) The model is specified mathematically. Each constituent is represented by a func- 
tion, and each relation among constituents is represented by a functional equation 
system. 
(b) The model is constructed on the basis of the Golden’s framework and thus 
necessarily unifies all the previous networks that are taken into account by his 
framework. Furthermore, it supports more advanced concurrent cooperation of 
a UDS as in the HM and an SDS as in back-propagation learning networks [ 171. 
In addition, it supports an analog version of the McCulloch-Pitts neuron model 
(4 
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[ 161 and besides acomparatively simplified version of the Hodgkin-Huxley differen- 
tial equation system [lo] where both of [16, lo] are widely accepted in biophysics. 
As a main result of this paper, a natural and straightforward mapping method 
from the CGL-COP-VC onto an extended CGM is developed. In this mapping, 
constraint equation R( I’, T) = 0 of the CGL-COP-VC in particular is incorpor- 
ated by an SDS of the extended CGM in hard mode. This mapping method 
exemplifies the constructiveness of the general network model. 
4.1.2. Specijication of a network model 
Let us generalize the scope of networks we will discuss in this section up to a class of 
deterministic analog interconnected networks. Here, a network is said “deterministic” 
when it is activated by a single initial stimulus and then changes its states into a final 
to produce a response according to some deterministic rule. This class includes many 
useful problem-solving networks previously developed, such as the HM, the CGM, 
elastic networks [4,5], and back-propagation etworks [17]. On the other hand, it 
does not include any probabilistic networks such as Boltzmann machines [l] that 
behave according to some probabilistic rules, and adaptive networks such as human 
brains that can dynamically adapt themselves to outer environmental state change. 
Consequently, we believe that the deterministic network is a minimal generalization 
from the CGM for solving the COP-VC. 
We now specify a general model for the class of the deterministic analog intercon- 
nected networks as follows. 
Definition 8. A network model (NM) is physically a mesh-shaped interconnected 
network consisting of N units and N2 synapses. In addition, the NM is logically 
a composite system that consists of a TS and a DS. Here, the TS and the DS must 
fulfill the followng conditions (Cl)-(C4). 
(Cl) 
(C2) 
The TS is specified as a pair of functions (II, o), with u z (v, u], e), v 5 (vij(Tj)), 
11 = (qj(I$)), 8 = (e,(K)) and transformation functions w = (Oi) that satisfy the 
conditions 
4(t) = wi(ui(t)), 
uitt) = C vij(Tij(t))?j(~(t)) - ei(Wt)), 
j 
(334 
Wb) 
where Wi(Ui)EC’ is bounded, monotonically increasing for a real variable Ui 
( -CO < Ui < 00); and besides, all the constituent functions vij( Tj), vj( I$) and 0i( l$) 
of Ui in (33b) are in C’. 
The DS is specified as a pair of functions (p, r), with functions Q, = (Cpi) and 
1y = ($ij), that are constituent functions of the canonical first-order ordinary 
differential equation system 
dF/dt = Cpi( V, T), (34a) 
dT,j/dt = $ij( F’, T), (34b) 
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(C3) 
(C4) 
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where both qi( V, T) and $ij( V, T) are any C1 functions. Equation subsystems 
(34a) and (34b) indicate a UDS and an SDS, respectively. 
The constituent functions (u, o, p, r) of the NM must comply with some At-shift 
form of the global compatibility condition and local compatibility condition. 
Here, the global compatibility condition is a necessary and sufficient condition 
that ensures solution existence of the functional equation system defined by 
7 vij(Tj)?j(Q) - ei(K) - W1(V) = O, (35) 
where Ui = 0,: ’ (4) indicates the inverse function of K = Oi(Ui), Moreover, the 
local compatibility condition is a necessary and sufficient condition that ensures 
solution existence of the functional equation system defined as follows. 
Vi(V, T) = {dwi(ui>/dui} C vtj(~ji){d?j(~)/d~)cpj(Y, T) 
i 
+ C (dvij(Tj)/dFj}$ij(V, T)Vj(Q) - {dei(K)/dV}cPt(K T) * 
j 1 
(36) 
Besides, a At-shift form of a functional equation system expressed by 
u - u(W), T(t)), 0 = w(V), T(t)), P = I(W), T(t)), 
V = V(V), T(t)) (37) 
is specified as a functional equation system obtained by the replacement of one 
or more variable instances of V(t) appearing in (37) with those of V(t + At) 
where At > 0 indicates a small amount of time t. 
The DS must have some LF denoted by L( V, T) such that a set of all local 
minimum points PLM = ( VLM, TLM)el of L( V, T) is identical with a set of all 
asymptotically stable points P *' = (VAS, TAS)~d of the DS. That is, L(V, T) 
satisfies the following conditions. 
(C4a) Any local minimum point PLM is some asymptotically stable point PAS of 
the DS. That is, PLM is some equilibrium point PEQ z ( VEQ, TEQ@d of 
the DS, for which point P EQ then L( V, T) satisfies Liapunov conditions 
(Ll) and (L2) in Definition 4. 
(C4b) Any asymptotically stable point P *' of the DS is some local minimum 
point PLM. 
A quadruplet of variable functions (u, o, p, v) to express the NM is called constituent 
functions of the NM. Similarly, pairs of functions @,o) and (q, r) are called TS and 
DS constituent functions, respectively. In addition, any specific quadruplet of func- 
tions (u,o,p, v) satisfying conditions (Cl)-(C4) is called a structure of the NM. 
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Structure (u,o,p, r) represents an individual network that falls within the 
NM. There can exist more than one structure (u, o, I, r) of the NM, each of which 
can represent a network either previously implemented or to be developed in the 
future. 
Most previous networks are materialized as physical devices such as electrical 
circuits, which is visible and tangible. In contrast, our NM is specified by use of 
NM constituent functions (u, w, 9, v) with restrictive conditions (Cl)-(C4) that are 
all abstract. We are afraid that this specification of the NM may be somewhat hard 
to understand due to large gaps from the former physical network specification. 
We thus will devote following additional subsections to the description of essential 
background of this specification in Definition 8 so that it can help to reduce these 
gaps. 
4.1.3. The transformation system of the NM 
The TS supports a deterministic rule according to which each input Ui to unit i is 
transformed into an output K. 
TSs of most current networks take their origin from the McCulloch-Pitts neuron 
model [16] that has a threshold transformation function. The TS (33) exploits an 
analog extension of it. 
At first, the definitions (1) and (13) of the TSs of the HM and the CGM suggested us 
a naive definition of the TS of the NM as follows. 
c(t + At) = oi(ui(t)), (38a) 
W4 
This is because (38a) precisely reflects time-delay At that is required for physical 
networks. After all however, we have determined to take a little more elaborate 
approach to the specification of the TS of the NM. We have adopted the definition 
(33a) rather than (38a) since (33) is quite easy to handle mathematically than (38) and 
besides (33) expresses a theoretically ideal system where At = 0. Instead, we have 
introduced a complementary concept of the At-shift form of F(u, o, 9, v) = 0 in (37) to 
fill all gaps between (33a) and (38a). It is to be explained in Section 4.1.5 in detail how 
these gaps are filled by the At-shift form. 
4.1.4. The dynamical system of the NM 
The DS supports a deterministic rule according to which time-evolutionary state- 
change of activation levels E.(t) and synapse weights T,j(t) is performed. That is, the 
UDS (34a) and the SDS (34b) are the substantiation of the q.(t)-state-changing rule 
and the Tij(t)-state-changing rule, respectively. 
By considering networks as some dynamical systems, Golden [8] characterizes 
network behavior in the following unified manner. 
(a) Network behavior developed for real-world problems such as the TSP, 
pattern matching, pattern classification is characterized by DSs with some LF of 
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variable Y where the DS is represented by the following differential equation 
system. 
d V(t)/dt = G( I’(t), To). (39) 
Here, G and To denote a deterministic vector-value function and a time- 
independent constant synapse weight matrix, respectively. Note that, indeed, both 
the DSs (4) and (7) of the HM and (15) and (19) of the CGM are substantially in the 
form of (39). 
(b) Network behavior developed for real-world problems such as learning is charac- 
terized by DSs with some LF of variable (V, T) where the DS is represented by the 
differential equation system 
dT(t)/dt = H( V(t), T(t)) (40) 
where H denotes a deterministic matrix-value function. 
As seen from the excellent work by Hodgkin and Huxley [lo], actual biological 
neural systems can show dynamics that, for instance, is achieved by concurrent 
cooperation of DSs (39) and (40). That is, composite systems of (39) and (40) are more 
natural than just the singleton (39) or (40) that has been so far focused on by many 
neural network researchers. We thus have determined to integrate (39) and (40) into 
one composite DS (34) so that (39) and (40) can constitute the UDS (34a) and the SDS 
(34b), respectively. We must also point out that the first-order ordinary differential 
equation system is adopted to represent he DS like [S], although we recognize that 
Hodgkin and Huxley [lo] described membrane current of bioligical nerve fibers by 
their second-order partial differential equation system. This is due to our belief that 
first-order systems are capable enough to solve usual real-world problems. 
In the meantime, we have assumed in (34) that qi( V, T)EC’ and $ij( V, T)oC’. 
Reasons for this assumption are twofold. Practically speaking, as far as our know- 
ledge can reach, such smoothness of Cpi( V, T) and I(/ij( F’, T) can be achieved by usual 
implementation, like the HM electrical circuit. Theoretically speaking, we have 
intended to ensure solution existence of the DS by the assumption. We will explain 
this more specifically. 
Let us denote by (V(O), T(0)) an initial point of the DS (34) and assume its initial 
condition, (V(O), T(0)) = (V’, To), where (Y’, To) is an arbitrary point of d. Then the 
Cauchy’s theorem for more general dynamical systems than (34) is stated as follows 
(Refer to [2] for instance). 
Cauchy’s solution existence theorem. Let @i(t, V, T) and !Pij(t, V, T) be bounded con- 
tinuous functions in a closed domain A E E [O, to] x A that satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
in AE. Also consider the following general first-order ordinary differential equation 
system. 
dKfdt = @i(t, V, T), 
dzj/dt = Yij(t, VT T). 
(414 
(41’3 
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Then there exists a unique solution of (41) that satisfies the initial condition, 
(V(O), T(O)) = (VO, TO). 
Continuous differentiability (C ‘) is one of the most verifiable sufficient conditions 
to satisfy the Lipschitz condition. Hence, (34) turns out a particular form of (41). Note 
also that qi( V, T) and +ij( V, T) do not include even variable t that is allowed to be 
included in @i(t, V, T) and Yij(t, V, T). Thus, (34) is ensured by the Cauchy’s theorem 
to have a unique solution starting from a given initial point ( V*, To). Let us denote by 
(V(t), T(t)) or simply (V, T) the unique solution of (34), i.e., the unique trajectory of the 
DS (34) starting from (F’*, To) at t = 0. 
4.1.5. Compatibility conditions of the NM 
The specification of the TS (33) is made separated from that of the DS (34). Besides, 
each of the systems (33) and (34) is represented by a set of equations for each local unit 
and/or synapse; and besides, each equation of the set is specified separately from the 
other equations of the set. Thus the specifications of (33) and (34) are still no more than 
an ensemble of independent pieces of specifications of each equation. Then, this 
specification method requires certain restrictive conditions on NM constituent func- 
tions (u, w, 9, v) as well as their domain A of variable (V, T) so that all these pieces of 
the specifications can form a consistent whole specification of the network. We here 
determined to take the following 2-phase approach in specifying those restrictive 
conditions. 
Phase 1: Consider the composite system (33) and (34) that is theoretically ideal, i.e., 
At = 0. Then we represent those restrictive conditions for that system by two compati- 
bility conditions: a global compatibility condition and a local compatibility condition. 
Each of them in general is expressed in a form of a functional equation system like 
F(u, w, q, r) = 0 in (37). 
This phase is to be discussed in the later items (1) and (2). 
Phase 2: Consider next the actual general composite system (38), (34) where At > 0. 
Then we represent hose restrictive conditions for (38), (34) by adapting those for (33), 
(34) to (38), (34) by use of the At-shift form of F(u, o, v, v) = 0. 
This phase is to be discussed in the later item (3). 
Now, let us proceed to explain the details of the two compatibility conditions and 
the At-shift form. 
(1) The global compatibility condition. This condition is a necessary and sufficient 
condition that ensures in (33) time-independent compatibility of ith local input- 
outptit transformation rule with all the other jth local input-output transformation 
rules&j= l,..., N;j#i). 
The ith input-output transformation rule locally specified at each individual 
unit i has to be time-independently compatible with the jth one at any other unit 
j, since, in the specifications of the TS (33), inputs uj to unit j includes outputs F 
from unit i. Thus, there must exist time-independent interrelational compatibility 
conditions among all the local input-output transformation rules. The term “global” 
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comes from the fact that the condition ensures network global compatibility over the 
whole units. 
The global compatibility condition is expressed by a functional equation system 
derived from (33) by replacing the left-hand side of (33b) with Ui obtained from (33a). 
We thus obtained its expression (35). Functional equation system (35) consists of 
N equations with TS constituent functions (u, o) unknown and (V, T) independent 
variables. The solution existence of (35) implies that there exists at least one valid 
combination of functions (u, o) satisfying (35) that share at least one point ( V, T)ELI in 
their variable domains. 
(2) The local compatibility condition. This condition is necessary and sufficient 
condition that ensures time-dependent compatibility of local state-changing rules of 
K(t) and zj(t) in (34) with ith local input-output transformation rule in (33) for all 
tE[O,oo) (i, j = 1, . . . . N). 
Each state-changing rule of V(t) and zj(t) must be compatible with each input- 
output transformation rule at unit i. Thus, there must exist time-dependent interre- 
lational compatibility condition that each state of K(t) and Tj(t) should be one of the 
states that are admitted by each ith local input-output transformation rule for all 
te[O,c@. The term “local” comes from the fact that the condition ensures local 
compatibility at each unit i. 
The expression (36) of the local compatibility condition is obtained in the following 
steps. In the first step, we derive a dynamical system expression from (33). That is, 
substitute the right-hand side of (33b) for ui in the right-hand side of (33a). Differenti- 
ate then the resultant equation with respect o t, and we have the following differential 
equation system. 
d Q/dt = {dwi(ui)/dui} 1 Vij( Tj;:i) {dY/j( 5)/d 5) (d I$/dt) 
j 
+ 1 {dvij(~j)/d~j}(d~j/dt)rlj(~) - {de,(I$)/dF)(dK/dt) . I 1 (42) 
In the second step, we obtain expression (36) by substituting the right-hand sides of 
(34) for (d&/dt) and (dTj/dt) in the both sides of (42). 
Functional equation system (36) consists of N equations with constituent func- 
tions (u, o, p, v) unknown and (V, T) independent variables. The solution existence 
of (36) implies that there exists at least one valid combination of functions 
(u,o,a, v) satisfying (36) that share at least one point (F’, T)EA in their variable 
domains. 
(3) At-shiftforms offunctional equation systems. There hardly exists nontrivial set of 
constituent functions (u, o, p, v) that strictly satisfies the theoretically ideal conditions 
(35) and (36) where At = 0. Moreover, At > 0 holds for most actual networks pre- 
viously developed. We thus have introduced an elaborate concept, the At-shift form of 
(35) and (36) that is able to extend (35) and (36) held only for At = 0, smoothly over the 
networks with At 2 0. 
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Let us explain the At-shift form by looking closely at a sample At-shift form for the 
HM. Consider the following theoretically ideal TS of the HM that we derive from (la) 
by vanishing At. 
V&r) = gxm(ux&)) = (l/2) Cl + tanWxmW&Jl~ (434 
W-4 
Then, the ideal HM (2)-(4), (43) is represented by the particular structure (u, w, 9, v) 
with u = (v, q, 0) of the NM that is specified as follows where i 3 Xm and j E Yn. 
Oi(k) s gi(Ui), (444 
Vij( T,j) ~ Tij ~ TV ) Vj(q) 3 69 0,(F) E of, (44’4 
cPi( vv T) z cPi( v) E {dgi(ui)lh} { (1 - llz)g; ‘(F) + PI}, (454 
$ij(V, T) S 0. W) 
Since T takes only one point (T$A T, we suppose that variable domain A reduces 
to A”. 
We will first discuss the global compatibility condition (35) for the ideal HM. It 
follows from (35) and (44) that the global compatibility condition of the HM is 
reduced to 
1 T; Q(t) - 6; - g; ‘(F(t)) = 0. (46) 
From (1) in Definition 1, we then easily obtain the following At-shift form of (46). 
T TG y(t) - flf - g; ’ { K(t + At)} = 0 for all V(t)ed “. 
. 
(47) 
Therefore, the constituent functions of the ideal HM comply with the global compati- 
bility condition for all Y(t)eA”. 
We will next discuss the local compatibility condition (36) for the ideal HM. Note 
that (36) is equivalent to an alternative functional equation system that we obtain 
from (3) and (43) by replacing u&t) in the right-hand side of (43a) with a solution 
u-&t) of (3) and (43b). If solutions of the DS (34) are specifically calculable, this 
alternative yields more explicit expression of the local compatibility condition. 
Since the DS (3), (4), (43b) of the HM is specifically solvable, we will discuss this 
alternative to (36) here. 
First of all, by using (3b) and (43b), we rewrite (3a) into a set of N equations: 
dui/dt + (l/t - l)ui - pi = 0. (48) 
Consider then a canonical first-order linear ordinary differential equation of (48) 
expressed by 
du/dt + p(t)u + q(t) = 0, (49) 
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where u = u(t) is an unknown function while p(t) and q(t) denote known functions. 
Recall here that general solutions of (49) are obtained for the formula 
where co denotes an arbitrary time-independent constant. Since each ith equation of 
(48) is a particular form of (49) (i = 1, . . . , N), we obtain from (50) a set of solutions of 
(48) that are expressed by 
Ui = cOexp{-(l/z - l)t> + /?i(l/Z - 1)-l. (51) 
Here, time-independent constants co are uniquely selected so that the solution 
trajectory can start from u(0) = u” at t = 0 that is transformed from V(0) = V”~dy 
by (43a). 
Finally, we obtain the following functional equation system by substituting the 
right-hand side of (51) for ux,(t) in the right-hand side of (43a). 
g;‘(v(t)) = cfexp{-(l/-r - l)t} + pi(l/Z - l)-’ 
for all te[O,oo) and for VYOE~,. (52) 
This functional equation system (52) is the equivalent alternative to (36). 
Furthermore, we have from (1) the following At-shift form of (52). 
g;‘(K(t + At)) = cpexp{-(l/z - l)t> + pi(l/7 - l)-’ for all V(t)Edv. (53) 
Therefore, the consistuent functions of the ideal HM also comply with the local 
compatibility condition for all YEA y. 
4.1.6. Liapunov functions of the NM 
We have specified the condition (C4) as one of the conditions that the NM is 
required to satisfy. This is because we generally intend to construct a mapping 
from the COP-VC onto the NM such that f (V, T) = L( V, T); and besides, to enable 
any of the local minimum points P LM = ( YLM, TLM) of L( V, T) to be reached by 
some final stable state, i.e., asymptotically stable point PAS = ( VAS, TAS) of the DS of 
the NM. 
Note that, as easily seen, we have formulated the condition (C4a) by making use of 
the Liapunov’s stability theorem that was described immediately after Definition 4 of 
the Liapunov function in Section 2.2.2. 
As we referred to also in Section 2.2.2, it is generally difficult to draw LFs from given 
dynamical systems. On the other hand, it is easy to construct a dynamical system 
provided that its Liapunov function is given. Classical nonlinear optimization theory 
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[ 151 teaches us how to construct a DS so that it can have any given continuous 
functionf( V, T) as an LF. For instance, such a DS is usually constructed by 
d c/dt = - Ci(af/a K), (54a) 
dTjJdt = -Cij(af/azj), (54b) 
where Ci and Cij indicate positive constants. However, our target problem of con- 
structing a structure of the NM (or more strictly, an extended CGM) to solve any 
given member of the CGL-COP-VC is still far more difficult than this classical 
nonlinear optimization theory (Refer to later Section 5 for specific formulation of 
our target problem). The reason of this is twofold. First the NM is specified in 
Definition 8 as a composite system of the TS and the DS, beyond a simple dynamical 
system. Thus, conditions (Cl) and (C3) need to be considered in addition to (C2) 
and (C4) considered by classical nonlinear optimization theory. Second, the CGL- 
COP-VC includes constraint equation R( V, 2’) = 0 in addition to objective function 
f( V, T). Thus we have to consider a certain additional condition that enforces 
R( V, T) = 0 on the NM (For specifics, refer to a condition (CON6) in later Definition 
11 in Section 5). 
4.2. An extended Cohen-Grossberg model 
4.2.1. Specification of an extended Cohen-Grossberg model 
We specify an extended CGM as a particular model of the NM by extending the 
currently trivial SDS (19) of the CGM up to having capability enough to support 
constraint equation R( V, T) = 0 of the CGL-COP-VC in hard mode. 
Definition 9. An extended Cohen-Grossberg model (E-CGM) is a particular model of 
the NM where its TS and DS are specified as follows (Conditions (Cl)-(C4) of 
Definition 8 should be satisfied for this particular TS and DS). 
Definition 9A. The TS of the E-CGM is specified by the following equation system. 
K(t) = oi(Ui(t)), 
Ui(t) = C Tj(t) q(t) - 00, 
j 
(554 
W-4 
where each Oi(Ui)E C ’ is bounded, monotonically increasing; each 00 a time-indepen- 
dent constant; and besides each time-varying synapse weight ~j(t) satisfies the 
symmetric condition 
T,j(t) = T,i(t) for all te[O,a) and all (i, j) such that i < j. (56) 
Definition 9B. The DS of the E-CGM is specified as follows. 
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Definition 9B.l. The UDS is specified by the following equation system. 
dI$/dt = -(1/2)ai(~)(dc,(~)/d~)- ’ ~~~~~~~~(~ )/~~~ 
= R(W 
i 
bi(W - C zij(Kj)Cj(j$) 9 
j i 
(57) 
where LE_coM( V, T) named Liapunov function for the E-CGM is to be specified by 
(64) in Definition 10; and besides c~~cient functions a$( q), bi( I$}, cj( 5) and zij( Fj) of 
the UDS (57) comply with the following conditions. 
Ui(I$)EC” and ai(f$) > 0 for all KEG,,, (58) 
bi( &)ECr, (59) 
Cj( Q)EC1 and dc~(~)/d~ > 0 for all +dVj, (60) 
Zij(qj)EC’ and Zij(~j) = Zji(~i) for all (i,j), i < j. (61) 
Definition 9B.2. The SDS is written by a first-order ordinary differential equation 
system consisting of N2 equations specified as follows. 
First, its ijth equations are specified as follows (i, j = 1, . . . . N; (i,j) # (I, l), (IV, N)). 
dqj/dt = -{aLE-CoM(V~ T)laTji) 
= -{dz,(~j)/drrE_~ci(~)cj(~) for all (i,j) # (1, l),(N, N). (62a) 
Here, a part or all of the equations of (62a) is able to be replaced with the trivial 
differential equations, dzj/dt = 0. 
Second, its (iV2 - 1)th equation is specified by 
{=E-coM(V, W~TII}(~W~~) f ~%xo~(K T)/%~)(d%~/dt) 
= -f&,,(K W’%i)2 - ~~&xe,(v, WPVN)~ 
~(dz,,(T,,)/dT,,f(c,(V,)j2(dT,,/dt) 
f {dzi+N(TWdTNN) {c~(VN))~(d%~/dt) 
= -{dz,i(T,,)/dT,,)2(c,(~))4 - (dZNN(TNN)/dTE~)Z(cN(VN))4- (62b) 
Third, its N2th equation is specified by 
C {@(K T)/‘dK’)(dK/dt) + C 1 {K!(K T)/‘aKj](dZj/dt) = (-n)Q(K T), (62~) 
I i j 
where Q( V, T) indicates a C 2-function and A a positive real parameter. 
Here, functions cl(VI), cN(YN), zl,(Tll), zNN(TNN) and Q(V, T) must satisfy the 
following conditions. 
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= {aQ(K W%) b.kvdTdIdG~} {~NKN/N))~ 
- (aQ(K WaTml {dzdTddT,d {cdv,,>’ Z 0 
for all K, 6, Tll, TNN)E~~X A, x A,, x ATN,,. (63) 
Any structure of the E-CGM is denoted by S = (S”,o(u),a( V),b( V),c( V),z(T), 
Q(K T),O 
Definition 10. A Liapunov function L _ E CGM( I’, T) for the E-CGM is defined as the 
function LCGM( V) in (21) where time-independent constant synapse weights TG are all 
replaced with functions zij(Tij(t)) of time-varying synapse weights Tij(t). That is, 
b334 ( 
where Y” = 
5 
‘,T)+21 I, bi(vi){dci(vi)ldvi)dvi + CC zjk(Tj,)cj(Q)c,(V,) i VP j k 
+Cai(V~) for all (V,T)EA (64) 
V$zA.indicates a part ofan initial point (V’, To) s ((VF),(T$)eA of 
the E-CGM. 
It will be demonstrated in Section 6 that function LE_CGM( V) in (64) is indeed an LF 
for the E-CGM. 
In the following consecutive Sections 4.2.2-4.2.7, we will explain our background 
discussion that has produced Definition 9 of the E-CGM. 
4.2.2. A specijkation strategy of the E-CGM 
There can be more than one extended CGMs that are capable of solving the 
CGL-COP-VC. The E-CGM of Definition 9 is one of such extended CGMs. This 
subsection will describe our strategy to select the E-CGM from among them. 
The strategy is deeply concerned with mapping methods that map the CGL-COP- 
VC onto extended CGMs, and adopts the following five tactics. 
UAl) 
UW 
(TA5) 
We will construct a Liapunov function L( V, T) of an extended CGM so that 
L( V, T) = f (V, T) where f (V, T) is the objective function (24) of the CGL- 
COP-vc. 
We will incorporate R( V, T) = 0 in hard mode by an SDS of an extended 
CGM that is a particular model of the NM. 
We will specify a mapping method as the simplest possible foundation to 
develop more general mapping methods from the COP-VC to the NM in the 
future. 
We will specify an extended CGM that has minimal capability necessary to 
solve the CGL-COP-VC. 
We will basically exploit (54b) in the mapping of objective function f (V, T) of 
the CGL-COP-VC to an SDS of an extended CGM. 
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[ ~ R=O 
(a) Method A (b) Method B 
(c) Method B-l (d) Me~od B-2 
(e) Method B-2-1 (f’) Method B-2-2 
Legend 
f: Objective function, R=O: constraint ~uation 
TS: Transformation System 
DS: Dynamical System 
UDS: Unit Dynamical System 
SDS: Synapse Dynamical System 
Fig. 1. Candidates for mapping methods from the optim~tion problem onto the network model. 
The following discussion presupposes that (TAl) is to be successfully put into practice 
(Refer to Theorem 1 in Section 6 for this confirmation). 
4.2.3. Selection from among possible mapping methods 
Let us suppose that f (V, 2’) is mapped generally onto both of the TS and the DS 
since L( V, T) = f (V, T) summarizes the behavior of the DS and besides the TS is 
correlated with the DS by the local ~mpatibi~ity condition (36) in the condition (C3) 
of Definition 8 of the NM. Then, we can. pick out, in a hierarchica manner, the 
following general candidates for the mapping from f( P’, T) and R( V, T) = 0 onto an 
extended CGM, principally from the viewpoint of mapping methods of R( V, T) = 0 
(Also refer to Fig. 1). 
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Method A: Each off( V, T) and R( V, T) is mapped onto both of the TS and DS in 
a distributed manner (Fig. 1 (a)). In particular, the TS includes at least one constituent 
function of R( V, T). In other words, there exists at least one TS constituent function 
onto which some constituent function of R( V, T) is mapped, where the same constitu- 
ent of R( k’, T) may or may not be mapped onto the DS. 
Method B: R( V, T) is mapped entirely onto the DS, whilef( V, T) is mapped onto 
both of the TS and the DS (Fig. l(b)) in a distributed manner, In particular, the TS 
does not include any constituent functions of R( V, T). This implies that there are no 
TS constituent functions onto which R( V, T) is mapped, even through the composite 
mapping from R( V, 2’) = 0 onto the DS and then onto the TS by the local compatibil- 
ity condition (36). 
Method B.l: Each off( V, 2’) and R( V, T) is mapped onto both of the UDS and 
SDS in a distributed manner (Fig. 1 (c)). In particular, the UDS includes at least one 
constituent function of R( V, T). 
Method B.2: R( V, T) is mapped solely onto the SDS, whilef( V, T) is mapped onto 
both of the UDS and SDS in a distributed manner (Fig. 1 (d)). This implies that any 
Liapunov function L( V, T) includes contribution from R( V, 2’) only through the SDS. 
Method B.2.1: Each off( V, T) and R( V, T) is mapped onto all the synapse weights 
zj(t) (i, j = 1, . . . . N) in a distributed manner (Fig. 1 (e)). In particular, each synapse 
dynamical equation for &j(t) includes as its coefficients at least one constituent 
function of R( V, T). This implies that, at each synapse weight Kj(t), the support of 
R( V, T) = 0 is achieved harmoniously with the contribution from R( V, T) to L( V, T), 
which is also achieved harmoniously with the contribution from f( V, T) to L( V, T). 
Method B.2.2: R( V, T) = 0 is substantially mapped only onto two synapse weights 
T, 1 (t) and TN&) for instance, in a centralized manner whilef( V, T) is mapped onto all 
the synapse weights T,j(t) (i, j = 1, . . . . N) in a distributed manner (Fig. 1 (f)). More 
specifically, each of the synapse weights other than T, 1 (t) and TNN(t) does not include 
any constituent functions of R( V, Z’). In addition, at synapse weights Tl 1(t) and TNN(t), 
the support of R( V, T) = 0 is achieved harmoniously with the contribution from 
R( V, T) to L( V, T), which is also achieved harmoniously with the contribution from 
f(V, T) to L(K 0 
Following (TA2), we determined to pursue our studies on Method B.2. Further- 
more, we considered Method B.2.1 as one of the advanced methods of Method B.2.2, 
where we are able to develop all basic techniques to incorporate R( V, T) = 0 on an 
extended CGM enough to constitute a foundation for future extensions to the 
COP-VC by the NM including Method B.2.1. We thus have selected Method B.2.2 
following (TA3). 
4.2.4. Specijication of the TS and UDS of the E-CGM 
We followed (TA4) in specifying the TS and UDS of the E-CGM. 
Consider first a TS of an extended CGM specified by Method B.2.2. The minimal 
extension of the TS (13), (14) of the (theoretically ideal) CGM by Method B.2.2 is just 
the replacement of T; with time-varying synapse weights 7;,,(t) while all the other 
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possible extensions allowed by the TS (33) of the NM remain untouched. We thus 
have obtained the TS (55), (56) of the E-CGM. 
Consider next a UDS of an extended CGM specified by Methd B.2.2. The minimal 
extension of the UDS (15) or (20) of the CGM by Method B.2.2 is the replacement of 
T$ in (15) with function ,Uij(&j(t)) = zij(Tj(t)) of Tj(t), or equally, the replacement of 
LcGM( V) in (20) with objective function f( V, T) = LE_CGM( V, T) in (24) of the CGL- 
COP-VC, while all the other possible extensions allowed by the UDS (34a) of the NM 
remain untouched. This is because we restrictedf( V, T) to the form of (24). In other 
words, f( V, T) in (24) is the most general among objective functions solvable by an 
extended CGM with the UDS that is obtained by the replacement of T$ in (15) with 
function /lij(Tj(t)) = Zij(Tj(t)) when (TAl) is adopted as we did, that is, 
f( V, T) = LE_cGM( V, T). Here, we presupposed a certain mapping method from 
f( V, T) to Lr_coM( V, T) such that p,(Tj(t)) = zij(qj(t)); this mapping method is to be 
specified in detail in Theorem 1 in Section 6. We thus have obtained the UDS (57)-(61) 
of the E-CGM. 
4.2.5. Specijication of the SDS of the E-CGM 
Following (TA5) in addition to (TA4), we constructed a minimal extended SDS of 
the CGM in which Method B.2.2 is able to be incorporated. 
First of all, we applied the SDS construction method (54b) to f( V, T) = 
LE_coM( V, T) in such a simple way that Cij = 1 in (54b). This yields the following SDS 
that consists of N2 first-order ordinary differential equations. 
dzj/dt = - {aLE_CGM( V, T)/aTj} 
= -{dzij(~j)/d~j}c~(~)cj(Vj) for all (i,j) (i,j = 1, . . ..N). (65) 
We thus have obtained (62a) that is properly contained in (65). The remaining two 
equations for (i, j) = (N, N) and (1,l) in (65) need to be modified. The description 
follows. 
We have prepared some C2-function Q( V, T) that is intended to be used for 
representing R( V, T) in straightforward or some elaborate ways. Let us show some 
examples of Q( V, T). 
(a) Q(V, T) = R(V, T) in A. 
(b) lim,,, Q( V, T) = lim,,, R( V, T) = 0 for any trajectory of the DS. 
(c) Q( V, T) = 0 is necessary and sufficient for R( V, T) = 0 for all (V, T)EA. 
(d) Q( V, T) = 0 is necessary and sufficient for R( V, T) = 0 for all asymptotically 
stable points (V AS, TAS)eA of the DS. 
Examples (c) and (d) are generalizations of (a) and (b), respectively. In addition, 
example (b) is also considered a generalization of (a). We thus adopt (a) because it is 
the simplest. Although Q( V, T) EE R( V, T), we use different notation Q( V, T) for 
suggesting future possible generalizations uch as (b)-(d). 
We then distinguished the following two methods to incorporate R( V, T) = 0 in 
hard mode when Q( V, T) E R( V, T) in A. 
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Strongly hard method. For any trajectory (P(t), T(t)) of the DS, 
Q( P(t), T(t)) = 0 for all t~[O,co) 
Moderately hard method. For any trajectory (I’(t), T(t)) of the DS, 
lim Q( P(t), T(t)) = 0. 
t-m 
(66) 
(67) 
That is, for any asymptotically stable point ( VAS, TAS) of the DS, 
Q( VAS, TAS) = 0 (68) 
Although the strongly hard method is quite simple, it enforces unnecessarily strong 
constraint on SDSs to the degree that there exist no SDSs to substantiate it even when 
the CGL-COP-VC reduces to the HV-TSP. In fact, there exist no SDSs of extended 
HMs constructible such that E,( V(t)) = 0 for all t~[O,co). This is because it follows 
from (9) and (10) that E,(V) > 0 for all tc[O,co). 
On the other hand, the moderately hard method enforces the minimal constraint on 
SDSs since we are assuming that final states of an extended CGM produce solutions 
to the CGL-COP-VC (refer to Section 5 for details). Hence we adopted the moder- 
ately hard method. 
The moderately hard method is specifically incorporated by the following dynam- 
ical equation. 
Q( W T(t)) = Q( WY W) exp( - JO 
for all te[O,co) of any trajectory (v(t), T(t)) of the DS, (69) 
where (Y(O), T(0)) indicates an initial point of the DS that is able to take an arbitrary 
point (Y’, To) of A, and besides I a positive real parameter. We could have limited 
A = 1 since this can be an ordinary case. However, we reserved the possibility of any 
other positive real number of 2 for use of practical speed-up of convergence as well as 
future possible theoretical generalization. 
Eq. (69) is rewritten further into the following dynamical equation for all I$ and zj 
(i,j = 1, . . . . N). 
dQ( V, T,)/dt = (-J)Q( I’, T). (70) 
We thus have obtained the N’th equation (62~) (=(70)) of the SDS. 
Finally, we merged the two equations for (i, j) = (1,1) and (N,N) in (65) into one 
equation, that is, the (N2 - 1)th equation (62b) of the SDS. This modification to (65) 
performs two tasks. One is that the number of equations in (65) plus (62~) reduces from 
(N2 + 1) to N 2. The other is that the Liapunov conditions ((Ll) and (L2) in Definition 
4) for function LE_coM( V, T) remain satisfied by (62a) and (62b) like by (65) (refer to 
Section 6 for details of this demonstration). 
Consequently, we have constructed the SDS (62) consisting of N2 equations. 
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4.2.6. Canonical representation of the SDS of the E-CGM 
The expression of the SDS (62) is not in the canonical form (34b) of the NM. This 
section will describe its canonical form, including the way how the condition (63) is 
used. 
First of all, by substituting the last expressions of the right-hand sides of (57) and 
(62a) for (dK/dt) (i = 1, . . . . N) and (d7;,/dt) ((i, j) # (1, l), (N, N)) in the left-hand side 
of (62c), respectively, we change (62~) into the following equation. 
{aQ(K W%)(dG,/dt) + {aQ(v, WVwdkGddt) = NV, U, (714 
where we put that 
h(Y, T) E (-n)Q(K T) - C {aQ(K T)/JK} 
i 
b,(G) - 1 zij(l;:i)cj(q) 
i II 
+ C {aQ(v, T)/aTj} (dzij(7;:i)ldr,}ct(~)Cj(~). (71b) 
(i,i) f (l,l),W,N) 
Here, we immediately have from (58)-(61), Q(F, T)EC’ and from (71b) that 
h( F’, T)&. 
Next, we rewrite (62b) into the following expression that is balanced with (71). 
{dz,,(T,,)ldT,,}(c,(V,))‘(dT,,ldt) 
+ {dz,A%Wd~~~) {c&‘#(d%/dt) = k(V, T), 
where we put that 
(72a) 
k(K T) = -{dz11(T,,)/dT,,}2(c1(~))4 - {dzNN(TNN)IdTNN}2(cN(VN)}4. (72b) 
Here, it is evident from (60), (61) and (72b) that k(V, T)EC’. 
It is then the condition (63) in addition to (60), (61) and Q( V, T&C2 that ensures the 
condition {w( V, T)) - ‘EC’. It allows us to change (71) and (72) equivalently into their 
canonical forms as follows. 
dTi,ldt = WV, W-WV, T)(~~,,(T,,)/~T,,)(c,(V,))~ 
- k(K V{~Q(v, WGv)I, (73) 
dT,,/dt = {w(v, T)}-‘Ck(K WQW, WW,} 
- h(V,T)(dz,,(T,,)/dT,,j WG,)“l. (74) 
Finallyfrom(60),(61),{w(V,T)}~‘~C’,Q(V,T)~C2,h(V,T)~C1andh(V,T)~C1, 
it follows that the right-hand sides of (62a), (73) and (74) are all in C’. Consequently, 
we have obtained the canonical expression (62a), (73) and (74) for the SDS (62). 
4.2.7. Discussion on generalization and particularization of the DS 
Let us provide supplementary discussion on the DS of the E-CGM. One is 
concerned with its generalization to the COP-VC while the other with its particulariz- 
ation on the HV-TSP. 
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(1) Generalization of the DS to the COP- VC. As described previously in Section 3.1, 
we took the approach to specify the CGL-COP-VC by restricting the objective 
function and the constraint functions of the COP-VC to f (V, T) in (24) and R( V, T) in 
(25), respectively. This is because, actually, we first presupposed the E-CGM and then 
specified the CGL-COP-VC that is able to be solved by the E-CGM. 
We also studied a possible generalization of the DS (57) and (62) of the E-CGM that 
is capable of solving some larger class of COPS-VC than the CGL-COP-VC. Let us 
state briefly prospects for that generalization, while detailed research on it has to be 
left for a future study. 
(a) Generalization of the DS to extend f (V, T) of the CGL-COP-VC. Consider an 
extension of the CGL-COP-VC where objective function f (V, T) of (24) is extended 
to any C2-function. As described in Sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.5, we constructed the 
UDS (57) and SDS (62) on the basis of Method B.2 that are able to deal with the 
Liapunov conditions separately from each other; in particular the condition 
{dLE_cGM(V, T)/dt} < 0 along any trajectories of the DS. That is, we have from (57), 
(58) and (60) that 
(75) 
while we have from (62a) and (62b) that 
Refer to Section 6 for details of satisfaction of the Liapunov conditions by the 
E-CGM. Moreover, one can easily recognize here that the derivation of (75) and (76) 
as well as the construction of the UDS (57) and SDS (62) do not exploit the restrictive 
condition on the form off (V, T) specified by (24) at all. We thus can construct 
a generalization of the UDS (57) and SDS (62) within the NM by replacing 
&-oM( V, T) in (57) and (62) with f (V, T). The generalization is capable of solving 
a certain class of COPS-VC such that f (V, T) is any C ‘-function, which is apparently 
larger than the CGL-COP-VC. 
(b) Generalization of the DS to extend R( V, T) of the CGL-COP-VC. Consider 
a particular class of problems with K constraint equations within the COP-VC where 
objective function f (V, T) is expressed by (24) while the constraint functions Rk( V, T) 
(k = 1 , . . . , K) are all in C2 like R( V, T) in (25); and besides each pair of the functions 
f (V, T) and Rk( V, T) satisfies the conditions similar to (29) and (30). To solve this 
extended class of the CGL-COP-VC, Eqs. (62a)-(62c) of the SDS are able to be 
generalized into the following. 
dTj/dt = -{aLE_coM( I’, T)/aTjj) 
for all (i, j) # (1, l), . . . , (K,K) ,..., (N-K+ l,N-K+ 1) ,..., (N,N), (77a) 
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+ {abm(V, T)IaT,-,+,,,-,+,}(dT,-,+,,,-,+,ldt) 
(k = 1, . . ..K). (77b) 
1 IaQdC T)/aKl(dKldt) + CC {aQdK T)laTj)(dTjI,ldt) 
i 1 j 
= (-UQ,c(K T) (k = L...,W, (77c) 
where Qk( V, T) indicates a C2-function and Ak a positive real number (k = 1, . . . , K). 
(2) Particularization of the SDS to the HV-TSP. We have specified the SDS of the 
E-CGM by (62) on the assumption that it can be applied to major standard members 
of the CGL-COP-VC. However, the specifications of constraint equation El(V) = 0 
and energy function E(V) in the Hopfield method is too tuned to the HV-TSP for us 
to consider that specification a standard member of the CGL-COP-VC. Thus, we 
need to construct slightly modified alternatives to the SDS (62) of the E-CGM in order 
to solve the HV-TSP of that specifications. Let us discuss special conditions of the 
HV-TSP and alternatives to the SDS (62) to deal with those special conditions, as 
general as possible (refer to Section 7.1 for particular specifics of extensions of the HM 
to solve the HV-TSP). 
(a) Alternatioe I to the SDS. The HV-TSP and HM can satisfy special conditions 
that are generally written by 
f( K T) f R( K T-) + T,,j,F( v), T- = T - { Tojo}, 1 < io,jo Q N, Pa) 
Toi, -P TifjO > 0 (positive constant): monotonically decreasing along all the 
trajectories of the DS, (78b) 
F(V) > 0 for all VEAL. (78c) 
If the HV-TSP and the HM were to satisfy the oversimplified condition such that 
f(I’, T) = R(V, T) + F(V) (79) 
instead of (78a), then our construction method of the SDS (62) could not be applied to 
solve any members of the CGL-COP-VC that satisfy (79). This is because we have 
from (79) that 
NV, T) = {aR(K T)IaT,,} (NY, T)/%,J 
- {aR(K T)/aT,,} {aR(K U/a%} = 0 (80) 
which is against he assumption (63) of the E-CGM, and hence Eqs. (62b) and (62~) are 
not independent of each other. This inspection provides us with the following 
instructions in the application of the E-CGM to the HV-TSP in particular. That is, we 
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have to extend the objective function f(V) = E(V) (energy function (12)) of the 
HV-TSP to the functionf( V, T) such that 
f( v, J’) = E( I”, T) = Ei( v, T-) + Ez( I”, Z,,j,), (81) 
where E 1 ( V, T -), an extension of E 1 ( V) in (lo), includes parameters A, B and C while 
E2( V, Tojo), an extension of E,(V) in (1 l), includes parameter D. Here, parameters A, 
B, C and D have the relation (2) with synapse weights T,&+ More specifically, we 
have to extend parameter D as a variable and not a constant of E( V, T) so that we can 
achieve the formulation (81) (or equally (78a)) for the HV-TSP, preventing the 
oversimplified formulation (79) (refer to Section 7.1 for more details). 
Now, in order to solve the members of the CGL-COP-VC that satisfy (78) like the 
HV-TSP, we specify an Alternative 1 to the SDS (62) by the following equation 
system. 
dzj/dt = -(dL EC~M(V, T)/aT,j} _ for all (kj) Z (1, l),(N, N),(Wd 
{aLmmdK T)/aT,,}(dT,,ldt) + {~Lmxiid~~ T)/dT,,)(dTmldt) 
(824 
= -{akcodC T)/aTdZ - (&-co&‘, T)/%w}2, (82'3 
c {aR( I’, T-)/aK}(dK/dt) + c 1 {dR( V, T-)/aKj}(dZ$/dt) 
L i j 
= (-I)R( I’, T-) WC) 
dTOj,jdt = - T,j, + TfjO, (82d) 
where we used that f( V, T) = LE_CGM( V, T) and Q( V, T) = R( V, T-). 
Eqs. (82a)-(82c) are the repetition of (62a) ((i, j) # (iO, j,)), (62b) and (62c), respec- 
tively. On the other hand, Eq. (82d), the replacement of (62a) for Tojo, is intended to 
ensure the condition (78b). It is derived from the following monotonically decreasing 
function Tojo along all the trajectories of the DS. 
Tojo = Ttj,{ 1 + exp(- t)} > Ttjo for all tE[O,a), (83) 
where Ttjo indicates any positive constant. We point out here from (78a) that variable 
rOj, does not affect constraint function R( V, T-) and besides, favorably contributes to 
the Liapunov conditions ((Ll) and (L2) in Definition 4) since it follows from (78a), 
(78b) and (83) that 
{af(K T)/aT,j,}(d~Oj,ldr) = -F(V)(rOj, - TtjO) < 0. (84) 
Refer to Section 6 for more rigorous discussion about Liapunov conditions in general. 
Consequently, Alternative 1 SDS (82) proves to be well constructed. 
We must then refer to simpler forms of Alternative 1 SDS (82). Like (62a) of the SDS 
of the E-CGM, a part or all of Eqs. of (82a) of Alternative 1 is able to be replaced with 
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the trivial differential equations, dT,j/dt = 0. This is because it follows from (82b) and 
(84) that 
c {af( K T)/aTij} (dZj/dt) ,< 0. 
(i,i) =(I, I),W,N),(i,,j,) 
In this case, Alternative 1 substantially comprises three Eqs. (82b)-(82d). 
Furthermore, let us consider additional special conditions to (78) that are generally 
written by 
R( V, T-) 2 0 for all (V, T-)EK, 
c {aR( V, T-)/86} (dK/dt) 2 0 for all the trajectories of the DS 
I 
(85a) 
(85b) 
although these conditions, the condition (85b) in particular, unfortunately can hardly 
be satisfied by the HV-TSP and the HM (refer to later Section 7.1 for specifics). If any 
member of the CGL-COP-VC together with the UDS of the E-CGM can satisfy (85), 
then all the (N* - 2) equations for Tj of (82a) and (82b) in Alternative 1 SDS (82) are 
able to be replaced with the trivial differential equations, dzj/dt = 0. This is because 
the remaining two equations (82~) and (82d) of Alternative 1 suffice to favorably 
contribute to the Liapunov conditions, i.e., 
df( V, T)/dt < 0 for all the trajectories of the DS with Alternative 1 SDS. 
(86) 
The derivation of (86) follows. First, it follows from (78a) that 
df( K Wdt = c {a_/-( K T)/J K> (d Wdt) 
+ 1 C {aR( VT T-)/aTj}(dTj/dt) + F( V)(dTOjO/dt). 
i j 
(87) 
Then, we obtain from (57), (58) and (60) that the first term of the right-hand side of (87) 
is transformed and evaluated as follows. 
= -(1/2)x (af(V, T)/a~)*Ui(~){dci(~)/d~}-’ < 0. (88) 
Also, we obtain from (82~) and (85) that the second term of the right-hand side of (87) 
is transformed and evaluated as follows. 
T F {dR(K T-)laT,,)(dTijldt) 
= (-A)R(V, T-) - c {i?R(V, T-)/aK}(d&/dt)< 0. 
I 
(89) 
From (78c), (82d) and (83), in addition, the third term of the right-hand side of (87) is 
transformed and evaluated as follows. 
F( V)(dTOj,/dt) = -F( V)(TOj, - Tfj,) < 0. 
Therefore, (87) together with (88)-(90) produces (86). 
(90) 
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In this consequence, the simplest form of Alternative 1 can comprise only two 
equations, (82~) and (82d) that are both mandatory. 
(b) Alternative 2 to the SDS. As described previously in Section 4.2.3, we have 
specified the SDS (62) on the basis of Method B.2.2. In the meantime, constraint 
function E,(V) of the HV-TSP can satisfy a certain special conditions stronger than 
(78), and thus we also are able to construct an alternative to the SDS (62) naturally on 
the basis of Method B.2.1, an advanced method of Method B.2.2. These stronger 
special conditions are generally written as 
f(v, 2’) z R(V, T-) + 7;ojoF(V), T- c T- {7;bj,), 1 < io,jO < N, (91a) 
Toi + 7’i2j0 > 0 (positive constant): monotonically decreasing along all the 
trajectories of the DS, (91b) 
F(V) >, 0 for all Yod,, (9lc) 
R(K T-) = c R,(V, K-), 
k 
R( V, T-) = 0 o Rk( V, Tkp) = 0 for all k = 1,. . . , K. (natural number), (91d) 
where TC indicates a subvector of T- such that Tk; and !&k; do not share common 
elements Tj when kl # k2. Here, condition (91d) is an essential addition to (78) 
regarding constraint function R( V, T-)(E,( V) for the HV-TSP), while (91a), (91b) and 
(91~) are only repetitions of (78a), (78b) and (78c), respectively. 
In order to solve the members of the CGL-COP-VC that satisfy (91) like the 
HV-TSP, we specify an Alterative 2 to the SDS (62) as follows. First of all, we 
decompose (82~) of Alternative 1 SDS into the following K0 equations. 
= (-&)&(V, T;) (k = I,..., &). (92) 
Here, each ;tk indicates a positive real constant. Next, we reorganize all the equations 
of (82a), (82b) into K0 groups of equations, each for T; instead of T-. We thus specify 
Alternative 2 by (92) and these reorganized equations of (82a) and (82b) in addition to 
(82d). 
Moreover, it is noted that if all the constraint functions Rk( I’, Tc ) (k = 1, . . . , ii=,) 
satisfy the additional special condition (85) described in Alternative 1, then Alternative 
2 can reduce to the simplest form that comprises only (K, + 1) equations, (82d) and 
(92), which are mandatory when Method B-2.1 is exploited. For more specifics about 
HV-TSP solving methods, refer to Section 7.1. 
5. Formulation of the COP-W by the E-CGM 
As stated in Section 2, the Hopfield method systematically constructs the HM, 
a structure of the E-CGM, that produces as its final states solutions to any given 
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Systematic construction 
(Hopfield method) 
v Extension 
Problem: How to construct? 
Cohen-Grossberg Limited 
Continuous Op~i~tjon 
Cohen-Grossberg Model 
with Variable-Constraint 
Fig. 2. An E-CGM construction problem. 
member of the HV-TSP. We have developed the CGL-COP-VC in Section 3 and the 
E-CGM in Section 4 as extensions of the HV-TSP and the HM, respectively. Hence 
we are led to formulate our problem in this paper to extend the Hopfield method to 
a solving method of the CGL-COP-VC by the E-CGM. The problem is formulated as 
an E-CGM construction problem, which is specified by the following Definition 11 
(also refer to Fig. 2). 
Definition 11. An E-CGM construction problem is specified as follows. Suppose that 
any member of the CGL-COP-VC in Definition 6 is given. Then, construct a structure 
of the E-CGM in Definition 9 such that its finaf states produce solutions to that given 
member of the CGL-COP-VC. More specifically, construct an E-CGM structure 
S z (e”, w(u), a(V), 6( V), c( V), r(T), Q( V, T), A) from any given CGL-COP-VC 
member C/r(T),u(U,19(0R(Y, VI so that the structure S can comply with the 
following conditions. 
(CON 1 & 2) Each constituent of structure S satisfies s~~fications (55)-(63) in 
Definition 9. 
(CON3) Structure S satisfies a corresponding form of condition (C3) in Definition 8 
(i.e., compatibility conditions (35) and (36)). 
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(CON4) Let us denote by L,,.,,,( V, T) a particular form of Liapunov function 
LE_CGM( V, T) in (64) (Definition 10) for the E-CGM with structure S. Then, a set of all 
local minimum points PLM = ( VLM, TLM)Ed of Ls E_CGM (V, T) is identical with a set of 
all asymptotically stable points P *’ = ( yAs, TAS)Ed of the DS. That is, L,,.,,,( V, T) 
satisfies the following conditions. 
(CON4a) Any local minimum point PLM is some asymptotically stable point PAS of 
the DS. That is, PLM is some equilibrium point PEQ - (VEQ, TEQ)cA of the DS, for 
which point P EQ then, LS,E.CGM (V, T) satisfies the following Liapunov conditions 
(Definition 4). 
(CON4a-LO) L,,.,G,( V, T) is continuous on some neighborhood UC A of 
( VEQ, TEQ) and differentiable on U - ( VEQ, TEQ). 
(CON4a-Ll) L,E_,GM( V, T) > L,E.,G,( VEQ, TEQ) for all (I’, T)EU - PEQ. 
(CON4a-L2) dLs,,.,,,( V, T)/dt < 0 along any trajectories (F(t), T(t)) of the DS 
contained in U - PEQ. 
(CON4b) Any asymptotically stable point P *’ of the DS is some local minimum 
point PLM. 
(CON5) f( V, T) is identical with Ls_,_c-G,( I’, T). That is, 
f( I’, T) = Ls,r_,o,( I’, T) for all (V, T)E A. (93) 
(CON6) At all asymptotically stable points ( VAS, TAS)eA, constraint function 
R( V, T) vanishes. That is, 
R( VAS, TAS) = 0 for all ( VAS, TAS)~A. (94) 
In Definition 11 above, conditions (CON1&2), (CON3) and (CON4) correspond to 
(Cl) and (C2), (C3) and (C4) of the NM in Definition 8; these conditions are those that 
the E-CGM with structure S should comply with as a particular network of the NM. 
Furthermore, conditions (CON5) and (CON6) as well as (CON4) specify a set of 
necessary and sufficient conditions that the E-CGM with structure S should comply 
with to well support objective functionf( I’, Z’) and constraint equation R( I’, T) = 0 of 
the CGL-COP-VC. These conditions basically come from the Hopfield method where 
the set of all the local minimum points VLMeAy of the objective function 
E( I’) = E,(V) + E2( V) of the HV-TSP is identical with the set of all the asymp- 
totically stable points VA% A y of the HM. 
Consequently, the conditions (CON1&2)-(CON6) in Definition 11 ensure that the 
E-CGM with solution structure S to this E-CGM construction problem produces, as 
its final asymptotically stable states PAS, solutions PLM to the given member 
[p(T), a( I’),/?( I’), R( V, T)] of the CGL-COP-VC. 
6. Solving the E-CGM construction problem 
We will provide a solution to the E-CGM construction problem in the preceding 
Definition 11, which constitutes a main result of this paper that is stated by the 
following Theorem 1. 
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Theorem 1. Suppose that any member [p(T), a(V),/?(V), R( V, T)] of the CGL-COP- 
VC is given. Then, a solution to the E-CGM construction problem is provided by the 
structure S = (go, w(u), a(V), b( V), c( V), z(T), Q( V, T), A) of the E-CGM that is con- 
structed from the member as follows. 
@ = any time-independent constant, (95) 
Oi(ui) = any bounded, monotonicaly increasing, C2-function, (96) 
ai = Pi(K), (97) 
b,(q) = Zi(K) 3 -(1/2){dai(~)/d~}-‘{d~,(~)/d~), (98) 
Cj(y) = aj(Q), (99) 
zij(T,j) = PijCTj>3 W) 
Q(v, T) = WY, V, (101) 
1 = any positive real number, (102) 
To put it more directly, the TS and the DS (UDS and SDS) of the E-CGM with the 
structure S above are expressed by the following equation systems. 
TS: 
V(t) = wi(%(t)), 
U,(t) = 1 cj(t) Q(t) - OP, 
j 
UDS: 
(103a) 
(103b) 
= Pi(V) 
{ 
zi(K) - C Pij(Tj)aj(~) 3 
j I 
ww 
where a Liapunov function L,,.,,,( V, T) for E-CGM with structure S is spectjied 
by 
s 
4 
L,,.,,,(Y, T) = -2 1 zi(vi){dcli(vi)dvi}dvi + 1 C P_tk(Tjk)aj(F)ak(G) 
i VP i k 
+ C pi( Vi”) for all (V, T)E~. (105) 
SDS: 
dFjldt = -{G,,.w,(K W&j} 
= -{d~ij(Tii)/d~j}ai(~)aj(~) for all (i,j) # (l,l),(N,N), (106a) 
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where a part or all of the equations of (106a) is able to be replaced with the trivial 
diflerential equations, dT,,Jdt = 0. 
Remark. Before proof, let us make some remarks on L,,.co,( V, Z’) in (105) and 
a possible form of the TS more specific than (103). 
First, consider Ls,,co,( V, T). It reflects all the constituents /c(T), a(V), /I(V) and 
R( V, T) of the CGL-COP-VC although they appear in Ls,,.,o,(V, T) in different 
ways. Constituents p( 2’) and a( V) directly appear in the right-hand side of (105). One 
also considers that /3(V) explicitly appears in the right-hand side of (105) through 
ri( I$) in (98) as well as fli( I’?). On the other hand, R( V, T) specifies the dynamical 
behavior of all the variables of (V, T) through (106~); this dynamical behavior appears 
implicitly in each variable of (V, T) in the right-hand side of (105). 
Next, consider function ai that specifies a principal part of the TS (103). Since we 
have specified Oi(Ui) by (96) no further than the E-CGM in Definition 9, one can 
choose as Oi(Ui) any bounded, monotonically increasing, C2-function. In the mean- 
time, when one wishes to take a transformation function similar to the one gxnr(uX,J of 
the HM featured by (7), one can also select a more specific transformation function 
Oi(Ui) of the E-CGM such that 
doi(ui)/dui = (1/2)/?i(I$){dai(I$)/d~}-’ > 0 (107) 
which is derived from (104) compared to (7), and besides (26) and (27). Note that, in 
(107), input Ui on the left-hand side and output v on the right-hand side should be 
transformed into each other by (103a). 
Proof of Theorem 1. We will demonstrate that structure S of the E-CGM specified in 
Theorem 1 actually satisfies all the conditions (CON1&2)-(CON6) required by the 
E-CGM construction problem in Definition 11. 
(1) Satisfaction of (CON1&2). Constituents 8’, o(u) and 1 of S are the same as 
those of the E-CGM, constructed independent of [r( Z’), a( V), /I( V), R( V, T)]. In 
addition, the other constituents a(V), c(V), z(T), Q( V, T) are constructed straight- 
forwardly from b(V), a(V), p(T), R( V, T), respectively, each of which satisfies the 
conditions (27), (26), (28), (25) of the CGL-COP-VC stronger than or the same as (58), 
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(60), (61) and Q( I’, T)EC’ of the E-CGM. Furthermore, constituent b(V) is in C’ 
because of (26) and (27) of the CGL-COP-VC and (98) in Theorem 1. Hence condition 
(CON1&2) proves to be satisfied. 
(2) Satisfaction of(CON3). It follows from (103) that to structure S of the E-CGM, 
the global compatibility condition (35) of the NM reduces to the following equation. 
c Tj(t) Jgt) - ep - 0; ‘(E(t)) = 0. (108) 
We easily see that, for 00 and ai determined by (95) and (96), respectively, the 
following At-shift form of functional equation (108) holds for all (V, T)ed, and thus is 
ensured to have solutions for all (V, T)E~. 
1 cj(t) F(t) - 00 - CO; ’ (t$(t + At)) = 0. (109) 
Then, we will proceed to the confirmation of the local compatibility condition (36). 
We will exploit similar techniques developed for the HM that were previously 
described in the derivation of Eqs. (48)-(53) in Section 4.1.5. 
To begin with, we are able to demonstrate that the DS ((104), (106)) of the 
E-CGM with structure S is written into the canonical form (34) of the NM, by 
the discussion similar to that described in Section 4.2.6. Thus the DS has a unique 
solution (V(t), T(t)) for all te[O,oo) that satisfies the initial condition 
(V(O), T(0)) = (V’, To), although solution (V(t), T(t)) in general cannot be 
expressed explicitly unlike the explicit solution expression (51) for the DS of 
the HM. 
Then, by substituting this solution (V(t), T(t)) f or all F(t) and &j(t) of the TS in (103) 
(or equally, (log)), we obtain the following functional equation system that expresses 
the local compatibility condition for the E-CGM with structure S. 
C zj(t) Q(t) - ef - 0; ‘(K(t)) = 0 for all te[O,co) and for V(YO, T’)E~, (110) 
where (V(t), T(t)) is expressed by the constituents a(V), 6(V), c(V), z(T), Q( V, T) and 
A of S specified by (97)-(102). Since (108) has its At-shift form (109), it is ensured that 
functional equation system (110) for constituents a(V), 6(V), c(V), z(T), Q( V, T) 
indeed has solutions for all (V, T)EA. This concludes the confirmation of condition 
(CON3). 
(3) Satisfaction of(CON4). Let us examine conditions (CON4a) and (CON4b) for 
function L,,.,,,( V, T) sequentially in this order. 
(a) Satisfaction of (CON4a). To begin with, let PLM = (FLM, TLM) be any local 
minimum point of L,,.,,( V, T) in A. Then, PLM necessarily satisfies the following 
condition for extreme points (local maximum or minimum). 
JLs,,.c,,(F’,T)/~K= aLs,E_CoM(V, T)/azj = 0 for all i,j= l,...,N. (111) 
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It thus follows from (28) and (105) that the condition (111) is rewritten into 
~J%,E-cGM(V, T)/ac = -2(dai( K)/dK} 
i 
ri( 6) - C pij(Tij)aj( 5) = 0, (112a) 
j 
a&,~-CCM( v, J’)/aTj = {d~ij(Tij)/dTij}cci(~)aj(~) = 0. 
From (26), we rewrite (112) further into 
7i(W - C Pij(Tij)~j(~;.) = O, 
(112b) 
(113a) 
{dClij(T,j)/dTii)cci(~)aj(~) = 0. (113b) 
In the meantime, any equilibrium point P EQ = ( VEQ, T”Q) of the DS in A complies, 
by definition, with the condition (dI$/dt) = (dTj/dt) = 0 for all i, j = 1, . . . . N. It 
follows from (104) and (106) that this condition is rewritten into 
Pi(K) 
i 
7i(K) - C Pij(Tj)aj(~) = O, 
1 
(114a) 
~dlrij(~j),dTi,)aJi(~)~j(~) = 0 for all (i, j) # (1, l),(N, N), (114b) 
(d~ll(T~l)ldr,,}2(cr~(~)}4 + {d~~N(TNN)IdTNN}2(aN(~))4 = 0, (114c) 
IR( ?‘, T) = 0. (1144 
It then follows from (27) and (102) that condition (114) is further rewritten into 
7i(W - C Pij(rij)aj(y) = O9 (115a) 
{d/+(Tj)/dTij )ai(Waj(F) = 0, (115b) 
R( V, T) = 0. (115c) 
Consequently, we have from (113), (115) and the assumption (30) for the CGL-COP- 
VC that any local minimum point PLM is some equilibrium point PEQ. 
For this local minimum and equilibrium point PLM = PEQ, we then will examine the 
further particular conditions (CON4a-LO)-(CON4a-L2). 
First, condition (CON4a-LO) proves to be satisfied since it folows from (26)-(28), 
(98) and (105) that Ls,,co,( V, T) is in C’ on all the points of A. Also, condition 
(CON4a-Ll) evidently holds since PEQ = PLM. 
Then we proceed to condition (CON4a-L2). Differentiating first L,,.co,( V, T) in 
(105) w.r.t. t where (V, T) E (V(r), T(t)) indicates any trajectory of the DS, we have 
from (28) that 
d&, E-coM ( v, Wdr 
= C {aLS,E-CGM(~ T)/aK}(db/dt) f 11 {d&E-CGM(K T)ldTj}(dT,jldt) 
I i j 
= -2x (dai(K)/dK} 
+ i 1 (116) 
fi j 
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Here we have from (104) that the first term of the last expression on the right-hand 
side of (116) is transformed into 
-2 1 {dai(W/dK} ri(K) - 1 /+j(Tj)aj(q) 
I i 
2 
= -2 C Bi(K)(d~i(K)/dK} Tit61 - C pij(Zj)aj(Q) . 
I j 
(117) 
In addition, it follows from (106a) and (106b) that the second term of the last 
expression on the right-hand side of (116) is transformed into 
77 {dclij(~j)ldI;,)ai(~)orj(~)(d~j/dt) 
(118) 
By substituting the right-hand sides of (117) and (118) for the last expression on the 
right-hand side of (116), we thus have from (26) and (27) that 
dLs, r-cciM ( K T)ldt 
1 
2 
= -2 C Pi(K){dai(W/dK} zi(V) - 1 Pij(Tj)~j(~:.) 
I 
Furthermore, it follows from (26), (27) and (119) that the necessary and sufficient 
condition for (dLs,,.,,,( V, T)/dt} = 0 is identical with (113a)(=(115a)) and 
(113b)(=(115b)). Moreover, there exists some neighborhood UcA of PLM = PEQ 
such that 
U n {(V, T)EA/condition (113) holds) = {P”“} = {PEQ> (120) 
since we are allowed to assume that the DS is not trivial. Consequently, condition 
(CON4a-L2) has been confirmed. 
(b) Satisfaction of (CON4b). Let P *’ = ( VAS, TAS) be any asymptotically stable 
point of the DS in A. Then, PAS is some equilibrium point PEQ = ( VEQ, TEQ) and thus 
satisfies conditions (115a) and (115b), which are the same as the extreme point 
conditions (113a) and (113b). In addition, it follows from (119), (120) and the definition 
of asymptotic stability of P *’ that function Ls E_CGM( V(t), T(t)) monotonically de- 
creases to converge to P *’ along the trajectory (i(t), T(t)) that starts from any initial 
point within some neighborhood of PAS. Hence, PAS turns out some local minimum 
point PLM of Ls,r_coM (V, T); this demonstrates condition (CON4b). 
(4) Satisfaction of(CON5). First of all, we rewrite the definition equation for ri( 6) 
in (98) into 
(121) 
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Next, by integrating the both sides of (121) w.r.t. 5 from Vi” to variable I$ where 
(J’F)ed r indicates the V-part of the initial point ((F(O)), (Tj(O))) E ((Vi”), ( Z’$))E~, we 
have the following equation. 
{dbi(ri)/dri}dai = -2 
s 
’ zi(Ui){dcri(Vi)/dvi)dUi. 
Vp 
(122) 
Take then summation of each side of (122) from i = 1 to i = N, and we obtain the 
following equation. 
7 [pi(K) - Pi( = -2 1 
il 
’ zi(ui)(dai(ui)/dui)dui. 
VP 
(123) 
Finally, by adding the summation 
to the both sides of (123), we transform (123) into the following equation. 
T 7 Pij(Tij)Q(Waj(vj) + 7 Pi(V) 
=-2x 
iS 
' ti(ui){dai(~i)/d~i}d~i + 11 Pjk(Tjk)~j(~)a/c(K,) + C Bi(vi"). 
VP .i k I 
(124) 
One is able to find in (124) that its left-hand side yields the right-hand side of the 
definition equation (24) off( V, T) whereas the right-hand side of (124) turns out the 
right-hand side of the definition equation (105) of I!,,,.,,,( I’, T). Therefore, (93) in 
(CON5) is demonstrated. 
(5) Satisfaction of (CON6). Any asymptotically stable point PAS = ( YAS, TAS) 
is some equilibrium point P EQ = ( VEQ, TEQ). Then, that equilibrium point PEQ 
satisfies (115~) as described in the proof of (CON4a). This demonstrates (94) in 
(CON6). 0 
7. Examples 
This section will describe two examples both of which are intended to provide 
better understanding of Theorem 1 for specific real-world problems described in 
Definition 7. One is concerned with the HV-TSP, a Hopfield-type real-world problem 
that motivates this paper. We will construct three different methods of solving the 
HV-TSP by extensions of the HM by particularizing Theorem 1 to the HV-TSP. The 
other is concerned with an associative memory designing problem, a sample 
Cohen-Grossberg-type real-world problem that also motivates this paper. We will 
show a specific real-world problem of designing associative memories that is mapped 
onto the most generic member of the CGL-COP-VC to be solved by the E-CGM 
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according to Theorem 1. This also exemplifies that the E-CGM has much more power 
in problem solving than the HM. 
7.1. Solving the TSP by extensions of the HM 
We will construct three different methods of solving the HV-TSP by extensions of 
the HM. Their TSs and UDSs are derived straightforwardly from Theorem 1. On the 
other hand, their SDSs are constructed according to the discussion generally de- 
scribed in the previous item (2) of Section 4.2.7 in addition to Theorem 1. The first 
SDS, the simplest one, is derived from Alternative 1 SDS (82) while the second and the 
third SDSs from Alternative 2 SDS ((82d), (92) and the reorganizations of (82a), (82b)). 
The second one solves an extension of the HV-TSP where the condition El(V) = 0 for 
TSP feasible solutions is expressed by two constraint equations. The third one, the 
most general, deals with the most elaborate extension of the HV-TSP with 
M2(M - 1) constraint equations. 
7.1.1. Extensions of the HV-TSP 
This section will explicitly specify three typical extensions of the HV-TSP to be 
solved. 
Hopfield and Tank [l2] represented a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for 
TSP feasible solutions by these simultaneous conditions 
(C/2) c c v,, - M 2 = 0, 
Xm 
(125a) 
(125b) 
(12%) 
where positive real constants A, B and C are constituents of constant synapse weights 
Tj,,,, in (2), and besides each left-hand side of (125) equals to the first, second, and 
third term of constraint function E,(Y) of the HV-TSP in (lo), respectively. In 
addition, they provided interpretation of each equation of (125) in terms of M x M 
matrix variable Y = (V,,) of the HV-TSP as follows. That is, condition (125a) holds if 
and only if each city row X of Vcontains no more than one “l”, (the rest of the entries 
being zero). Condition (125b) holds if and only if each “position in tour” column of 
Ycontains no more than one “1” (the rest of the entries being zero). Condition (125~) 
holds if and only if there are M entries of “1” in the entire matrix K 
From their interpretation, we have learned that there can be more than one 
representations for a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for TSP feasible 
solutions. In fact, constraint equation El(V) = 0 is the simplest; and besides, condi- 
tion (125) based on the first decomposition of El(V) is a little more elaborated. This 
decomposition-based extension of El(V) = 0 is able to be done further. 
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Thus, in order to obtain the most elaborate conditions for TSP feasible solutions, 
we decompose El(V) including T&,, Yn in (2) further and further into their atomic 
constituents. Decomposition procedures follow. 
First of all, let us introduce {2MZ(M - 1) + l} real variables or constants denoted 
byAxm,xn(X,m,n=l ,..., M; n#m), BXm,Ym(X,Y,m=l ,..., M; YZX), and C; 
and besides a positive real variable D (not a constant). For notational simplicity, 
we here use new notation Zk (k = 1, . . . , 2M2(M - 1) + 1) to indicate Ax,,+, in 
k=l , . . . . M2(M - l), Bx,,r, in k = M2(M - 1) + 1, . . . . 2M2(M - 1)) and C in 
k = 2M2(M - 1) + 1. 
Then we put the following. 
(v,Z,W = ((&,J,(Z~),(D))=ty+ A.x&(domain), 
I”,,@ = [O,l], -co<Zk < +co, 0 < D, 
where 
(126a) 
Z = (Z,) = (A, B, C), A = (Ax,,x, ), B E (B Xm,Y,,,), C = (C); D - (D). (126b) 
By the aid of similar auxiliary positive real variables or constants Z: defined 
by 
Z: E 1 + exp(Z,) > 0 (k = 1, . . . . 2M2(M - 1) + 1) (127) 
constat synapse weights Tj,,,, ,,,, in (2) are decomposed and extended into the following 
possible variable synapse weights TX,,,, Yn. 
T Xm, Yn = -4h,xn~xrU - hnn) - B&d - 6xr) 
- C* - Ddx,U - ~xY)L+I + &w,-11 
when Y=Xandn#m, (128a) 
T Xm,Yn = -A~xY(~ - dmn) - BX*m.~m~mn(l - ~XY) 
- C* - Ddxy(l - ~x~Wn,m+~ + &,,-I) 
when Y # X and n = m, (128b) 
T xm,~n = - A~xy(l - hm) - BL(1 - by) 
- C* - DdxyU - ~xY)&~+I + &,,-I) 
when Y#Xandn#m,orwhen Y=Xandn=m, (128~) 
where A and B denote positive real constants. In (128), each of possible apparent 
variables TX,, Yn is expressed by the possible substantial variables D and Zk 
(k = 1, . . . . 2M2(M - 1) + 1) through (127). Figure 3 illustrates which possible sub- 
stantial variables of Ax,,x,, Bxm,ym, C and D have influence on what possible 
apparent variables Tx,,y, from the viewpoint of their suffix domains. 
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8-b Suffixes m and n of Tx,~, 
I 
Suffixes 
X and Y 
Of Txm,h 
Y=X 
n=m 
Fig. 3. Substantial variables Axm.xn, Bx,,,,~,,,, C and D representing synapse weights TX,,,.,,*. 
On the basis of (128), we furthermore extend objective function E2( V) in (11) into 
the function E,( V, D) specified by 
&(KW=(V2)~ 1 ~&,V,,(V,,,+, + vY,m-I). (129) 
x Y#X m 
Moreover, constraint function E,(V) in (10) is extended into the function E,( V, 2) 
specified by 
E,(V,Z) = &,(KZ) + E,,(KZ) + E,,(KZ), 
&,(KZ) =(1/2)1x c EILX,,X~(KZ), 
x mn#m 
E 11,Xm,Xn(~,Z) = &?l,X”ktl vx.9 
E,,(KZ) =(1/2)xX c Elz,x,,rm(V,Z), 
IPI x Y#X 
E 12,Xm,Ym(~,Z) E BZn,Ym V,m V,m, 
> 
2 
EldKZ) = CC*/21 . 
(130a) 
(130b) 
(1304 
(13Od) 
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Here, (130) also provides the most atomic decomposition of E,( V, 2) that is able to 
yield one of the most elaborate expressions for TSP feasible solutions. 
It thus follows from (129) and (130) that energy function E(V) in (12) is extended 
into the function E( V, Z, D) specified by 
E(V,Z,D) = E,(V,Z) + E,(V,D). (131) 
With these decompositions and extensions (126)-( 13 1) of TX,,,, r ,, El ( V), E2( V) and 
E(V), we specify three extensions of the HV-TSP by the following Definition 12. 
Definition 12. Let V and D of (V, Z, D) be variables. Then, each of three extensions of 
the Hopfield version of the TSP (abbreviatedly named E(l)-HV-TSP, E(2)-HV-TSP 
and E(3)-HV-TSP) consists of finding any local minimum point (VLM), YLM z 
(V;:)EzM’ of objective function E,(V, D) in (129) with one or more constraint 
equations. Here, {2Mz(M - 1) + 1}-dimensional vector Z(each element being a vari- 
able or a constant) and one or more constraint equations are specified for each 
E(k)-HV-TSP as follows (k = 1,2,3). 
Definition 12.1 (E(l)-HV-TSP). Set Ax,,x, z A (X,m,n = 1, . . . . M; n # m) and 
B xm,rnr-_(X,m,Y=l ,..., M; Y # X) in (127) and (130). Let us denote A, B and 
C by Zk (k = 1,2,3). Assume also that at least any two of Zk are variables while the rest 
a constant. Then the constraint consists of a single equation, which is specified as 
follows. 
E,(V,Z) = 0, (132) 
where constraint function El (V, Z) of (130) reduces into 
J%( K Z) = (A */2) c c c v,, G, + (B*/2) c 1 1 v,, v,, 
x mn+m nl x Y#X 
2 
. (133) 
Definition 12.2 (E(2)-HV-TSP). Set Ax,,,,xn = A (X,m, n = 1, . . . . M; n # m). Besides, 
put that Br = B x,,,,,, Y,,,,, and % = Bx,,2, y,m, for any two elements Bx,,,, y,,,,, and 
B X2m,, y,,, of B. Moreover, let us denote A, B1, B2 and C by &. (k = 1,2,3,4). In 
addition, assume that Zk (k = 1,2,3,4) are all variables while all the elements 
B Xm,Y,,, of B other than B1 and B2 are constants. Then the constraint consists of two 
equations, which are specified by 
E”‘(V,Z) = E,,(F’,Z) + l&(V,Z) = 0, 
E,,(I’,Z) = 0, 
where function El 1 ( V, Z) in (130b) is reduced into 
&1(KZ)=(A*/2)CC 1 v,,v,, 
x rn”Zrn 
(134a) 
(134b) 
(135a) 
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while functions Elz( V, Z) and Er3( V, Z) take the same forms of (130~) and (13Od), 
respectively, i.e., 
+ (l/2) c B;m, urn Gm Vym 3 (135b) 
(X.Y.m)+(X,.Y,,m,).(X2.Y~.m2) 
> 
2 
E,,(KZ)=(C*P) . (13%) 
Definition 12.3 (E(3)-HV-TSP). Assume that all the {2M2(M - 1) + l} elements 
Zk of Zare variables. Then the constraint consists of M 2(M - 1) equations, which are 
specified by 
Eckl)(y,Z) = E,,,k,(KZ) + EIZ,.W(M-,~+~,(V,Z) + &3(KZ) = 0 
(1 < kl < M2(M - l)), (136a) 
J+~‘(V,Z) = &,k(Y,Z) + &LW~M-I)+~(Y,Z) = 0 
for all k = l,... ,M2(M - I) (k Zk,), 
where functions &,k( K Z) = EI1,Xm,Xn( K Z), E12,M2(M 
and E13( V, Z) are specified by (130). 
(136b) 
_ 1) + k( VP z) = E12,xm. d v, z) 
Constraint equation (132) of the E(l)-HV-TSP is the simplest extension 
of E,(V) = 0 of the HV-TSP. We have assumed that at least any two of Zk are 
variables so that we can construct an SDS equation in the form (82b) of Altern- 
ative 1. 
Two constraint equations of the E(Z)-HV-TSP in (134) are a slightly elaborate 
extension of (132). Instead of (134), we could have specified alternative constraint 
equations such that 
E12(V,Z) +  &3(Y,Z) = 0, (137a) 
E,,(KZ) = 0 (137b) 
by exchanging El 1 ( V, Z) and El 2 ( F’, Z). Since the later discussion about this alterna- 
tive is quite similar to that about (134), we are allowed to omit it here for discussion 
simplicity. 
It is unfortunate that we were forced to abandon a set of three constraint equations 
for the E(2)-HV-TSP that is expressed in a form similar to (125). Each equation of 
(125) can hardly satisfy the special condition (85b) described in the previous Section 
4.2.7. The reason follows. 
Let us consider (125~) for instance, which is more precisely written by Er3( V, Z) = 0 
where El 3 ( V, Z) is specified by (130d). We also are assuming that we extend the DS (8) 
of the HM by replacing E(V) with E( V, Z, D) in (13 1). Indeed, this extension is to be 
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described in the next Section 7.1.2. Then, it follows from (S), (126a), (127) and (130d) 
that 
cc vx,(l - Vx,){WKZWWf~1 (138a) 
Xm 
where, from (lo)-(12), aE( I’, Z, D)/a V,, is further expressed by 
dE(V,Z,D)/av,,=A* c Vx,,+B* c kn+~~dxu{Vr,m+~+ v,,m-I> 
fl+m Y#X Y 
+C* 
In addition, we generally have from (126a) that 
-M<~~Vy,-M<M2-MM. 
Y n 
(139) 
Thus, it follows from (138) and (139) that the left-hand side of (138a) cannot always 
take nonnegative value for all (I’, Z)EA y x AZ depending on the value of 
(C, C, Vm - M). Actually, it is quite difficult, though not impossible, to select 
variables or constants A*, B*, C* and D in (138) so that the left-hand side of (138a) 
can be nonnegative. Hence, the special condition (85b) can hardly be satisfied for 
E13(KZ). 
In this consequence, we require (82b) for E13( V, Z), which contains just one variable 
C; at least two variables are required. Therefore, E,,( V, Z) by itself fails to constitute 
a complete constraint equation. 
For this reason, we have complemented E13( V, Z) by E, I ( V, Z) in (134a). Indeed, 
E(“( V, Z) in (134a) contains two variables A and C. Note that El2 ( V, Z) in (134b) has 
been complemented in another way. It contains two variables Bi and B2 from B. 
Finally, the constraint equations of the E(3)-HV-TSP in (136) are the most elabor- 
ate extension of (134) of the E(2)-HV-TSP, since atomic constituent functions 
E ~~,xm,xn(V~Z)~ Ei2,xm,rm ( V, Z) and El 3( V, Z) of El ( V, Z) in (130) directly constitute 
the constraint equations. 
Constraint equation (132) of the E(l)-HV-TSP obviously represents a set of neces- 
sary and sufficient conditions for TSP feasible solutions. So does each of the con- 
straint equations (134) of the E(2)-HV-TSP and (136) of the E(3)-HV-TSP. Therefore, 
any solutions to each of the E(k)-HV-TSP (k = 1,2,3) turn out to be TSP feasible 
solutions. 
7.1.2. Extensions of the HM 
According to the previous item (2) of Section 4.2.7 in addition to Theorem 1, we 
construct three extensions of the HM each of which is intended to solve the corres- 
ponding E(k)-HV-TSP (k = 1,2,3). 
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Definition 13. Each of three extensions of the HM (abbreviatedly named E(l)-HM, 
E(2)-HM and E(3)-HM) is defined in terms of its TS and DS as follows. 
Definition 13A. Three extensions of the HM share a TS, which is defined by the 
following equation system. 
V&t) = sxm(axm(r)) = (l/2) Cl + taW~~,(WL)l, 
%I@) = 11 r,,, y,(t) k(t) - Gm 
Y n 
(140a) 
(140b) 
where time-variables T,,, y,,(t) (X, m, Y, n = 1, . . . , M) are represented by sub- 
stantial time-variables Zk(t) (k = 1, . . . ,2M2(M - 1) + 1) and D(t) through the 
mapping from Z,(t) onto Z:(t) by (127) and then from Z:(t) and D(t) onto T,,, Yn(t) 
by (128). 
Definition 13B. Three extensions of the HM also share a UDS, which is defined by the 
following equation system. 
dV,,/dt = -2v,,(l - V,,){WKZ,WWX,} (141) 
where the energy function E( V, Z, D) for the extensions of the HM is specified by 
(129)-(131). 
SDSs are defined for each E(k)-HM (k = 1,2,3) as follows. 
Definition 13B.l (E(l)-SDS). An SDS of the E(l)-HM is specified by a differential 
equation system consisting of four equations as follows. 
dZ,/dt = - {JE( V, Z, D)/iYZ,}. (142a) 
Here the equation of (142a) is able to be replaced -zith the trivial differential equation, 
dZ,/dt = 0. 
(W K Z, W=2} (dZ,/W + {W K z, WG} (dZ,lW 
= -{aE(v,Z,D)/i?Z2}2 - {aE(v,Z,D)/az,}2 
;; {aE,(v,z)/av,,)(dV,,/dt) +; {aE,(v,z)/az,)(dZ,/dt) 
= (-W,(KZ), 
where I indicates a positive real number. 
dD/dt = -D +Dc, 
where DC indicates a positive real number. 
(142b) 
(142~) 
(142d) 
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Definition 13B.2 (E(2)-SDS). An SDS of the E(2)-HM is specified by a differential 
equation system consisting of five equations as follows. 
{WY Z, WaZ,} (dZ,,/dt) + {WK Z, WG,} (dZ,,ldt) 
= -{8E(V,Z,D)/dZ,,)‘- {~E(V,Z,D)/CYZ,~}~ 
for (Zk,,GJ = (A, C),(b,B2), (143a) 
; ; {dE”‘( V, WW,} (dT/,,/dt) + (aE”‘( V, Z)/bI} (dA/dt) 
+ {aE"'( F', Z)/iYC} (dC/dt) = (-&)E”‘( V, Z), (143b) 
;; {aE,,(Y,Z)/av,,}(dI/,,ldt) + (aE,,(V,Z)laB,}(dB,ldt) 
+ (aE,,(v,Z)laB,}(dB,ldt) = (-~,)E,,(V,Z), (143c) 
where 3L1 and A2 indicate positive real numbers. 
dD/dt= -D + DC. (143d) 
Definiton 13B.3 (E(3)-SDS). An SDS of the E(3)-HM is specified by a differential 
equation system consisting of {2M2(i14 - 1) + l} equations as follows. 
dC/dt = - {dE( V,Z,D)/X}. (144a) 
Here the equation of (144a) is able to be replaced with the trivial differential equation, 
dC/dt = 0. 
{aE(V,Z,o)/az,)(dT,,/dt) + {WK Z,W=W,,- I)+ k}(dG,~ - I)+ k/d0 
= -{WKZJWZ,}‘- {~E(~,Z,~)l~z,~,,-,,+,}2 
for k = 1, . . ..M2(M - l), (144b) 
; ; {=(kl)(K Z)/av,,I (dV,,/dt) + {=‘kl’(V> Z)/%.,} (dZ,,/dt) 
+ {=‘kl’( v, Z)/Z,z,, - 1) + k,} (dZ,z,, - 1) + k,/dt) + {aE(kl)(K Z)W) (dC/dt) 
= (-&,),!?““(v,Z) (144c) 
5 ; IaE’k’( K Z)/a v,,> (d V,,/dt) 
+ {JE’k’( K Z)/aZ,} (dZ,ldt) + {aEck’( K Z)/Z,W - 1) + k} WZw,, - 1) +  k/dt) 
= (-Ak)Etk)(V,Z) for k = 1, . . ..M2(M - 1) (k #k,) (1444 
where ,Ik (k = 1, . . . . M2(M - 1)) indicate positive real numbers. 
dD/dt= -D + DC (144e) 
The E(k)-HM is intended to solve the E(k)-HV-TSP (k = 1,2,3). 
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The TS (140) shared by the three extenions of the HM is an extension of the TS (1) of 
the HM where time-independent constant synapse weights T&,r, are extended to 
time-variables TXn,Y,,(t) where At is set to 0 (theoretically ideal). 
The UDS (141) also shared by the three extensions of the HM is an extension of the 
UDS (8) of the HM where energy function E(V) in (12) is extended to E( V,Z, D) in 
(131). 
The E(l)-SDS (142) comes from Alternative 1 SDS (82) that is applied to the 
E(l)-HV-TSP. On the other hand, the E(2)-SDS (143) and the E(3)-SDS (144) are 
both constructed on the basis of Alternative 2 SDS ((82d), (92) and the reorgan- 
izations of (82a), (82b)) that is applied to the E(2)-HV-TSP and E(3)-HV-TSP, 
respectively. 
7.1.2. Solving the E(k)-HV-TSP by the E(k)-HM 
Theorem 1, together with the specifications of the E(k)-HM to the E(k)-HV-TSP, 
has already finished the demonstration of the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. The E(k)-HM produces solutions to the E(k)-HV-TSP (k = 1,2,3). 
In this consequence, each E(k)-HM yields feasible solutions to the TSP, the original 
combinatorial optimization problem of all the E(k)-H V-TSP (k = 1,2,3). 
7.2. Solving an associative memory designing problem by the E-CGM 
This subsection will show an associative memory designing problem that is 
a sample Cohen-Grossberg-type real-world problem. 
Associative memories supported by the CGM provide problem-solving capability 
beyond those by the HM [3,11]. Since the E-CGM is capable of providing 
more power in problem solving than both of the CGM and the E(k)-HM, we will 
construct a sample associative memory that can visualize this superiority of the 
E-CGM. Thus, let us consider an associative memory designing problem that is 
straightforwardly mapped onto a generic member [p(T), a( V),/I( V), R( V, T)] of the 
CGL-COP-VC and thus is able to be solved only by full capability of the E-CGM due 
to Theorem 1. 
First of all, imagine a set of fruits from all over the world each of which is 
uniquely distinguished by a set of its attribute values V = (Vi)Ed r. Here, variable 
I$ indicates ith attribute of the fruits such as weight, degree of sweetness, producer 
price, yield, etc. Also, the attributes are all represented by continuous real vector 
variable V. In addition, there exists some weighted proportional relationship between 
each pair of attributes (K, 4) that is represented by variable Tj,E[ - Tti, T$]. Here, 
Tij and T$ indicate positive real values such that qj = - Tij when I$ is in inverse 
proportion to I$; zj = 0 when K is independent of I$; and besides Tj = Ti when 6 is 
in direct proportion to I$. Finally, there exists a constraint equation expressed by 
R( V, T) = 0 among attributes V = (b$) and interattribute proportional weights 
T = (Kj). 
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Then, an associative memory designing problem is stated as follows. Design 
a neural network that provides an associative memory that fulfills the following 
conditions. 
(a) Each representative fruit of its kind is inscribed in the associative memory as 
a local minimum point PLM = ( VLM, TLM) A E o an objective function f( V, T) in f 
the form of (24). Here,f( V, T) may represent nothing related to the fruits. Instead, 
all the constituent functions pij(qj), ai( IQ and pi(K) off( I’, T) can be selected in 
a purely technical manner such that the number of the local minimum points PLM 
off( I’, T) can get larger, up to the maximum if possible. 
(b) To any input fruit, the associative memory recalls the representative of its 
kind. 
It is straightforward to map this associative memory designing problem in the real 
world onto the generic member [p(T), a( V),/I( V), R( V, T)] of the CGL-COP-VC. We 
thus solve this problem by obtaining a structure S of the E-CGM from 
[p(T), a( I’), /3( V), R( V, T)] due to Theorem 1. Finally, we add to argue again that, 
certainly, this associative memory is not able to be supported by the CGM or 
E(k)-HM. 
8. Conclusion 
This paper has developed the method of solving the CGL-COP-VC by the E-CGM. 
The method is the extension of the Hopfield method of solving the TSP by the HM. 
We have replaced the HM with the CGM, so that the more general objective functions 
are able to be calculated. In addition, we have extended constant synapses of the 
CGM to the SDS, so that the constraint equation is able to be precisely satisfied. This 
extension constitutes the kernel of our solving method. 
The method is applicable to the Cohen-Grossberg-type real-world problems such 
as associative memories as well as the Hopfield-type real-world problems such as the 
TSP. Both type of problems cover almost all optimization problems that were 
previouly tackled to solve by various kinds of networks, where a number of trial-and- 
error computer experiments were usually required. Hence, our method is expected to 
relieve network designers of their time and effort in trying to solve continuous 
optimization problems by networks. 
We also think that our method provides a theoretical foundation for developing 
general methods of solving the COP-VC by the NM. Indeed, the item (1) of Section 
4.2.7 provided, within the scope of mapping method B.2 in Fig. 1, the prospect of the 
E-CGM generalization to solve a certain major class of the COP-VC where both the 
objective function f( I’, T) and all the constraint functions Rk( V, T) (k = 1, . . . , K) are 
in C2. We thus are going to study general solving methods on the basis of this 
prospect. We also leave it for a challenging future study to develop more general 
solving methods of the COP-VC by the NM based on the mapping method A as well 
as B.l, which is the final target of the study in this paper. 
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Appendix 
Table 1 
Theorems 
Theorem 1: A solution to the E-CGM construction problem 
Theorem 2: Feasible solutions to the TSP by the HM extensions 
Table 2 
Dejinitions 
Definition 1: The Hopfield model 
Definition 1A: The transformation system of the HM 
Definition 1B: The dynamical system of the HM 
Definition 2: A Hopfield-version of the TSP 
Definition 3: The CohenGrossberg model 
Definition 3A: The transformation system of the CGM 
Definition 3B: The dynamical system of the CGM 
Definition 4: Liapunov functions 
Definition 5: Continuous optimization problems with variable-constraint 
Definition 6: Cohen-Grossberg limited COPS-VC 
Definition 7: Hopfield-type and Cohen-Grossberg type real-world problems 
Definition 8: A network model 
Definiton 9: An extended Cohen-Grossberg model 
Definition 9A: A transformation system of the E-CGM 
Definition 9B: A dynamical system of the E-CGM 
Definition 9B.l: A unit dynamical system of the E-CGM 
Definition 9B.2: A synapse dynamical system of the E-CGM 
Definition 10: A Liapunov function for the E-CGM 
Definition 11: An E-CGM construction problem 
Definition 12: Extensions of the Hopfield-version of the TSP 
Definition 12.1: An extension 1 of the HV-TSP (E(l)-HV-TSP) 
Definition 12.2: An extension 2 of the HV-TSP (E(Z)-HV-TSP) 
Definition 12.3: An extension 3 of the HV-TSP (E(3)-HV-TSP) 
Definition 13: Extensions of the Hopfield model 
Definition 13A: A transformation system of the E-HM 
Definition 13B: Dynamical systems of the E-HM 
Definition 13B.l: A synapse dynamical system of the E(l)-HM 
Definition 13B.2: A synapse dynamical system of the E(Z)-HM 
Definition 13B.3: A synapse dynamical system of the E(3)-HM 
Table 3 
Abbreviations 
Abbreviations for optimization problems 
TSP: the traveling salesman problem 
HV-TSP: the Hopfield version of the TSP 
E(R)-HV-TSP (k = 1,2,3): extensions of the Hopfield version of the TSP 
COP-VC: a continuous optimization problem with variable constraint 
CGL-COP-VC: a Cohen-Grossberg limited COP-VC 
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Abbreviations for networks 
HM: the Hopfield model 
E(k)-HM (k = 1,2,3): extensions of the Hopfield model 
CGM: the Cohen-Grossberg model 
E-CGM: the extended Cohen-Grossberg model 
NM: the network model 
TS: a transformation system 
DS: a dynamical system 
UDS: a unit dynamical system 
SDS: a synapse dynamical system 
LF: a Liapunov function 
Table 4 
Symbols 
Symbols for optimization problems 
Symbols for the H V-TSP and the E(k)-H V-TSP 
M: a number of cities; N = M* 
X, Y: representative cities (X, Y = 1, . . ..M) 
m, n: representative orders of visiting cities (m, n = 1, . . , M) 
dxr: a distance between two cities X and Y 
I: a closed unit interval [0, l] 
V = (Vx,,,): an M x M matrix variable such that &,,EI 
(K T) = ((Vxm).(Txn.vn)): an (k4* + M“)-dimensional real vector/matrix variable such that L’s,,+1 and 
--co< Tx,,y. < +cx, 
VLM s (Vk,$!)cd “: a local minimum point of objective function E2( V) or E(V); also a solution to the 
HV-TSP and E(k)-HV-TSP 
E,(V) = 0: the constraint equation of the HV-TSP 
El (V, Z): the extension of E,(V) to the E(k)-HV-TSP 
E2( V): the objective function of the HV-TSP (total path length of the TSP tour) 
E2( V, D): the objective function of the E(k)-HV-TSP 
A, B, C, D: positive real constants or variables of the HV-TSP 
A xz”, xL “Ax_. rmr 2 D: real constants or variables of the E(k)-HV-TSP; 
Ak= (A 
xm,xnr xntn.~rnrC (k = 1,...,2M*W - 1) + 1); 
xm.xn)r B = (B x,,,,~,,,), C = (C), Z = (Z,) = (A,B,C); D = (D). Z:: positive real constants 
or variables of the E(k)-HV-TSP; Z: = 1 + exp(Z:,) > 0 (k = 1, . . ..2MZ(M - 1) + 1) 
Symbofs for the Cohen-Grossberg limited COP-VC 
R( V, T) = 0: a constraint equation; R(V, T)eC2 
ai( K), pi(e), p<j(zj): constituent functions off( V, T) and R( V, T); ai( Q), Bi( F), pij(qj)~C2 
PLM E ( VLM, TLM)ed: a local minimum point off(V, T); also a solution to the CGL-COP-VC 
[p(T),a( V),/?( V), R( V, T)]: a specific member of the CGL-COP-VC 
Symbols for the COP- VC 
(V, T): an (N + N ‘)-dimensional real vector/matrix variable 
(V,T)EA = AYxAT, V=(&)EA~, T=(Tj)~AT 
f( V, T): an objective function 
R,(V, T) = 0 (k = 1, . . . . K): a set of constraint equations 
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Symbols for networks 
Symbols for the HM and the E(k)-HM 
G,(t): an activation level of and output from unit Xm at t; F’(t) = (V&(t)) 
Tx,,,r.(t): a synapse weight from unit Yn to unit Xm at t; T(t) = (T,,,,.(t)) 
q&t): an input to unit Xm at t; u(t) = (u,,(t)) 
gx,(ux,): a sigmoidal function of a real variable ux,,, (-co< uXm < 00) 
YEQ c (Vg,$A “: an equilibrium point of the DS of the HM 
Dc,lj: positive real numbers of the E(k)-HM (j = 1, . . . . M’(M - 1)) 
Symbols for the CGM and the E-CGM 
00: a time-independent constant; 0’ = (00) 
ai( F$: a positive C *-function of K; a(V) = (ai( F)) 
bi( K): a positive C’-function of K; 6(V) = (bi( K)) 
cj( 5): a monotonicaIIy increasing C r-function of 4; c(V) s (cj( 5)) 
zij(Kj): a C2-function of zj such that zij(Tj) = zji(Tji) for all (i, j), i <j, z(T) = (zij(zj)) 
Q( V, T): a C2-function 
1: a positive real number 
S E (fI”, o(u), a( V), 6( V),c( V), z(T), Q( V, T), I): a structure of the E-CGM 
Symbols for the NM 
t: a time index; tE[O,oo) 
At: a small amount of time; At 2 0 
N: a number of units 
F(t): an activation level of and output from unit i at t; V(t) = (K(t))); i = 1, . . . . N 
zj(t): a synapse weight from unit j to unit i at t; T(t) = (zj(t)); i, j = l,..., N 
A”, Ar: closed variable domains of V(t), T(t), respectively; A = A,x AT 
ui(t): an input to unit i at t; u(C) = (a(t)) 
vij(Tij),qj(Vj),t?i(E): constituent functions Of Ur; Vjj(T,), qj(&),Oi(K)EC’; V E (Vij), q E (?fj),O c (0,); 
wi(ui): a transformation function at unit i; bounded, monotonically increasing C3-function; a, = (oi) 
ui = or ‘( 6): the inverse function of F = Wi(ui) 
cpi( V, T), rJij( V, T): constituent functions of the DS; 
cPi(K U,ILij(K T)EC’; 8 s (Vi); V E ($ij) 
(u, CD, 0, I): NM constituent functions 
(u, 0): TS constituent functions 
(9, v): DS constituent functions 
(u,o,pl,yr), u = (v,q,@): a structure of the NM 
(V”, To): an arbitrary point of A 
(V(O), T(0)): an initial point of the DS; (V(O), T(0)) = (V’, To) 
(V(t), T(t))EA: a unique trajectory of the DS starting from (V’, To) at t = 0 
Symbols for Liapunov functions 
E(V): the energy function for the HM 
E( V, Z, D): the energy function for the E(k)-HM 
LCGM( V): the Liapunov function for the CGM 
LPCGM( V, T): the Liapunov function for the E-CGM 
~&co,.,( V, T): the Liapunov function for the E-CGM with structure S 
L( V, T): a Liapunov function for the NM 
PeQ = ( VEQ, TEQ)e A: an equilibrium point of the DS of the NM 
Pm = ( Vas, TAS)~A: an asymptotically stable point of the DS of the NM 
U: a neighborhood of ( VEQ, TEQ) in A 
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Relations between optimization problems and those between network models are 
given in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. Also, constituent details of to these problems and 
models are given in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. 
I Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) I 
4 Modification ) 
Hopfield Version of the 
Traveling Salesman Problem 
(HV-TSP) 
and its Extensions 
(E(k)-HV-TSP; k=1,2,3) 
Extension 
with Variable-Constraint 
Extension 
f 
W 
3 
Continuous Optimization Problem 
with Variable-Constraint 
(COP-W) 
Fig. 4. Relations between optimization problems. 
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UDS Extension 
I (CGM) 
the Hopfield Model 
(E(k)-HM;k=l,2,3) 
Extended Cohen-Grossberg 
Model 
(E-CGM) 
Network Model 
Legend. TS: Transformation System 
DS: Dynamical System 
UDS: Unit Dynamical System 
SDS: Synapse Dynamical System 
Fig. 5. Relations between network models. 
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Table 5. Objective functions and constraint functions of the optimization problems 
Problem Objective function and constraint functions 
TSP and HV-TSP Objective function: 
W’)=(W)~ c ~dxrV,,(V,,,+~ + vY,nl-I) 
x r+x m 
Constraint function: 
E,(V) = (AP)C C 1 Vx,Vxn + (WCC c v,m Vum 
x mn+m In x r+x 
( > 
2 
+W) CC&n-M 
x m 
E(l)-HV-TSP 
CGL-COP-VC 
COP-vc 
Objective function: 
Bz(KB) =(B/2)C C CdxrV,,(V,,,+r + vU.m-1) 
x r+x 111 
Constraint function: 
B,(f’,Z)=(A*/2)~~ c Vx,Yr,+(B*I2)CC 1 v,,v,, 
X mn*n In x YfX 
( > 
2 
+ (C*/z) cc vx, - M 
X 111 
Objective function: 
f(K T) s 1 Pij(Tijh(Ybj(vj) + C b(K) 
ij I 
Constraint function: 
R( V, T): any C* function 
Objective function: 
f( V, T): any continuous function. 
Constraint function: 
RL( V, T): any continuous function (k = 1, . . ., K). 
Table 6. Transformation systems and dynamical systems of the individual network models 
Network model Transformation system (TS) and dynamical system (DS) 
Hopfield model (HM) TS: 
G& + At) = sxm(ux,&)) = W)Cl + tanhbdW4L)l 
ux,dt) 3 C Gk, m b.(t) - 6,& 
rn 
DS: 
duxAr)ldt = -uxAt)lr + 2 7%. rn G(t) + 1x0, 
rn 
dTx,,rAt)/dt = 0 
T x,,,,rJt) E T&r. G -A6xr(l - 6,) - B6g(l - 6xr) 
-C-Bdxr(l -Sxr)(aj,i+t + aj.i-1) 
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Table 6 (continued) 
Network model Transformation system (TS) and dynamical system (DS) 
Cohen-Grossberg model (CGM) TS: 
V$ + At) = c&(t)) 
s(t) = c T; y(t) - 0: 
1 
DS: 
dK(t)/dt = ai{ F(t)} 
[ 
bi{K(t)} - 1 TGcj{ q(t)} 
j 1 
dqj(t)/dt = 0 
Extended Cohen-Grossberg 
model (E-CGM) 
TS: 
K(r) = o&&)) 
s(t) = c Kj(I) Y(t) - ep 
DS: ’ 
UDS: 
dK/dt = -(1/2)ai(~){dci(~)/d~~-‘{&.co,(V, Z’)/aq} 
SDS: 
Network model (NM.) 
dzj/dt = - {d&oM( I’, Z’)/dzj} for all (i, j) # (1, l), (IV, N) 
{&.co~( v, T)/aT, I } W, I /W + {&cod K WdT,,) WmlW 
= -{G-CGM(K War,,J2 - {G-CO&Y, W~TNN)~ 
C {aQ(K T)/aV}(dV/dt) + 1 IaQ(K T)/‘aTij}(dZj/dt) 
i =(-A)Q(V, T) 
ij 
TS: 
K(t) = o&i(t)) 
%(t) = 2 vij(Kj(t))tlj(Q(t)) - ei(K(t)) 
DS: ’ 
d &/dt = cpi( V, T) 
dzj/dt = tiij( V, T) 
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